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Thinks apes
 are
 'human -like'  
Goodall
 lectures on 
chimps 
By Chuck
 
Henrikson  
Two 
chimpanzees
 
meet  in 
the  
forest.They
 throw 
their arms
 arouno 
me another;
 old friends 
hugging  and 
greeting.  
A chimp
 is sitting
 idly on 
the 
ground when
 another 
sneaks
 up 
from 
behind and gives
 him a playful
 
shove, then 
runs
 off laughing 
at the 
little 
prank.  
A 
community
 of chimps
 divides, 
one group 
moving  to the 
northern
 
section 
of
 their home 
range, the 
others occupying 
the south. After a 
while 
the chimps from 
the northern 
group begin
 to attack 
and  kill the 
southern males,
 wiping them out. 
The home 
range  is united 
again.  
An adult 
female
 chimp attacks
 
another 
female,
 stealing and killing 
her infant. The 
killer then shares the 
flesh 
of the dead infant with her 
daughter and 
son, and soon 
teaches
 
her daughter 
how  to kill infants. 
The killings 
continue until 
mother and daughter
 each give birth 
to their own infants. 
These  incidents, and 
many more 
have 
all been observed
 by Jane 
Goodall, 
anthropologist.  
She has 
acted as the 
official  historian 
of
 the 
chimpanzee 
community at 
the 
Gombe National 
Park  in Tanzania, 
recording
 its saga for 
more than 19 
years.
 
She was
 in San Jose 
Thursday 
night, showing
 a film and slides, 
and 
speaking  to an 
audience 
of
 ap-
proximately  1,500
 persons at the
 
Center 
for  the 
Performing
 Arts. 
"I used to think 
tnat
 chimp and 
human 
behavior was
 similar in 
many 
ways
 but chimps
 were nicer 
than we 
are," she said.
 But I think 
that these 
events the 
war and in-
fanticide ) 
suggest  that 
chimps  and 
humans are 
even more 
alike  than I 
thought  they 
were  before," 
she
 said 
in 
a news 
conference  
earlier  
Thursday. 
She  
began
 her 
lecture  
with  a 
short  film, 
saying  that 
10
 minutes 
of
 
watching  the 
chimps in 
their 
natural
 
habitat 
would  teach 
the
 audience 
more 
than  she 
could  in a 
10-hour 
lecture.  
She 
showed 
slides 
of
 several
 
different 
family 
groups, 
each  of 
which  she 
has
 given 
names.  
Usually
 
members
 of one
 family 
will 
have
 
names  
start  ing 
with the 
same 
letter,
 such 
as:  Flo, 
Faben,  
Figan  
and Fifi. 
The 
scenes  of 
chimps  laughing
 
and  playing,
 touching
 hands
 for 
greetings 
or 
reassurance  
seemed 
remarkably
 human
-like. 
A 
courting 
male 
strutting  
upright,  chest 
out, 
shoulders
 up, 
arms
 swinging,
 bowed 
and  loose 
at
 
his side 
almost  reminded  
one of 
John
 
Wayne 
swaggering  
into a bar 
in an 
old cowboy
 movie. 
"Chimps
 use 
more 
objects  as 
tools 
for more 
purposes 
than any 
creature 
except  
ourselves,"
 Goodall
 
said. 
Adults
 teach the 
young to 
use 
blades of 
grass to fish
 termites 
out  of 
holes 
in wood 
so the insect
 can be 
eaten. 
"The 
youngsters  
also  have to 
learn social behavior patterns. 
Gradually they learn the 
correct 
responses by watching adults,"
 
Goodall said. 
Chimpanzees have a complex 
hierarchical social order, the alpha 
dominant ) male at the top with the 
other males 
following  in rank order. 
The females are 
ranked in the same 
way. The males 
dominate the 
females, according to the an-
thropologist. 
-The chimpanzee families are 
the stable 
unit in the chimpanzee 
society at Gombe. The 
chimps  live in 
a community of about 40 individuals. 
Today we 
have seven adult males, 
and about 14 adult females. The rest 
are youngsters," she said. 
"When a new infant is born the 
mother doesn't abandon the first 
born. She spends a great deal of time 
still grooming him." 
Additionally, chimps will 
frequently 
come to the aid of a 
member of their 
family who gets 
into
 trouble.. 
Goodall has never observed 
males mating with their mothers 
and they seldom mate with their 
sisters, although female chimps are 
quite promiscuous and will mate 
with almost any male when they 
come into estrus. 
Another 
family  group is headed 
by the matriarch,
 Passion. Goodall 
apologized to the 
audience  for her 
"unscientific" hatred 
of
 "Passion, 
the 
murderess;  to me she looks quite 
evil." 
(('ontinued  on back page) 
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Ryan  
vetoes
 
harassment
 
investigation  
By Mark Schwenden 
A.S. President Maryanne Ryan 
has vetoed an action by the 
council
 
to investigate 
allegations that 
University Police harassed
 an SJSU 
student. 
Ryan cited the fact that 
Aleta 
Fields, a sociology major, had not 
filed a formal complaint with the 
University police and that an 
in-
ternal investigation of the 
March 29 
arrest had not
 yet been conducted. 
According
 to police, Fields was 
given the 
complaint  form in mid -
April but did not bring it in until 
10:30
 a.m. last Friday. 
University  Police claim 
there 
See Related Story 
on 
Back
 
Page
 
was no harassment of Fields, who 
was arrested after officer Paul 
Ayoob found she had $300 in out-
standing parking 
ticket  warrants. 
Fields has said that Ayoob and 
two other officers 
sent to the scene 
acted 
improperly.  She claims she 
will 
take legal action against Ayoob. 
I.ast Wednesday, Fields went 
before the A.S. Council and 
made
 
her complaint of 
harassment.  The 
procedure." 
council then 
delegated
 a committee 
to investigate the 
allegations.  
University Police Lt.
 Larry 
James explained that Ayoob was on 
patrol in the University
 area 
I 
which 
includes a one -mile circuit around 
the University) when he spotted 
Field's
 car parked illegally and 
partially blocking a 
driveway. 
The car was 
parked
 near the 
corner of Second and William
 
streets.  
It. James 
described the of- 
Fields  
has said she will 
take legal 
ficer's stop 
as
 "routine police
 
action 
against
 
Ayoob  for defamation 
She became 
irate when officer 
Ayoob 
asked Fields if there was any
 
problem and inquired why
 she was 
parked where she 
was,
 according to 
James. 
Fields went
 before the A.S. 
council and 
said
 she was stopped by 
the Campus police on "probable 
cause" of prostitution. 
of
 character
 and 
verbal 
abuse,  
is important to us," James said. 
The
 A.S. 
Council 
had 
formed  a 
committee
 to 
investigate
 
the  in- 
James did 
not receive a 
signed 
cident. 
The 
council
 had 
requested 
complaint
 statement 
from Fields 
officers 
Ayoob,
 
Grant
 Ledbetter,
 until Friday 
morning. 
and  Joyce 
Taylor 
to appear
 at its 
Wednesday
 
meeting.  
"Our
 officers
 will not
 appear 
at 
the 
meeting,"
 
James  
said.  "At this point 
there is no 
"However,
 I will be 
available  to evidence
 of verbal 
abuse or 
answer
 questions about
 our in- 
defamation  of character 
on the part 
vestigative
 
procedures."  of the 
officer,"  James 
said. "We 
hope to have
 completed
 the in -
"Our credibility with the
 public vestigation by Wednesday, May 9." 
At 
press  
time
 
Friday  the
 
formal
 
police 
investigation
 
had  just 
begun. 
Band
 
uproar
 
subsides with contract 
signatures 
By 
Mary
 T. Lee 
The uproar caused
 by the 
replacement of Bill
 Nicolosi with 
Carl 
Chevallard
 as marching hand 
director
 at SJSU next 
fall has 
subsided somewhat
 with the signing 
of 
employment 
contracts  by 
Chevallard and 
Scott and Pat 
Pierson. 
When 
the position of 
marching  
band 
director  was 
changed
 to a full-
time tenured faculty
 position, a 
national search was 
conducted and 
Chevallard was
 unanimously 
selected to fill the 
position 
previously held by Nicolosi. 
changed.
 The Pierson's 
have and 
confused,  by our 
change
 of 
The reaction 
from
 
members 
of 
decided to return to 
their jobs after
 mood, 
but once we 
explained our 
the band was immediate and 
angry.  
all. Some 
members
 of the marching 
feelings to them, 
I think they un-
it was estimated 
that 80 to 
90 percent
 
band have said they
 also will 
return,
 derstood." 
would not return in the fall to 
march  
including Rick 
Wilson,  drum major. 
Wilson said he feels sad about 
with the 
band. The 
Alumni
 
"We 
couldn't help Bill any the 
way  things have worked out, but 
Association 
also expressed anger
 
more,"
 Mrs. Pierson
 said. "We he understands
 why the Piersons 
since they were not consulted 
or 
stayed
 out
 as 
long
 as we 
could,  but 
accepted the jobs. 
even informed that Nicolosi was 
we 
needed  
a job and 
there  aren't 
"The band will be OK, but not 
as
 
being replaced. Scott Pierson, 
many
 colleges around 
where we good as it should
 have
 been and Bill 
assistant  
director  and his  wife 
Pat,  
could do what 
we're doing here." 
is left out," 
Wilson said, summing up 
dance team director,
 were offered 
When asked what the student's how he feels about the turn of events. 
their old jobs back, but refused, reaction to their change of mind "Bill busted his butt getting this 
"because of what happened to Bill." was, Mrs. Pierson responded, "At band going and two years from now 
Now, however, things have first, most 
of  them were pretty upset nobody will even know who Bill 
Nicolosi  is. I 
feel
 
A 'quick 
draw': 
Academic 
V.P.
 Burns 'shoots from
 the hip' 
By Sean 
Silverthorne
 
Bert Burns 
looks  and acts like 
he belongs in a 
droopy  cowboy 
hat,  a 
six-gun 
draped  on his 
hip,  and spurs 
jangling  from 
boots
 perched atop 
a 
desk fronting 
a rattle trap 
jail cell. 
By 
comparison,  Dr. 
Hobert
 Burns belongs
 where he sits 
right now, 
behind
 the paper
-layered  desk 
belonging  to 
the
 second most 
powerful 
person on 
the SJSU campus,
 the academic 
vice president. 
He controls 80 
percent
 of the 
campus  
budget.
 
Bert  Burns uses 
profanity  as 
punctuation
 in his 
speech.
 Associates 
call him 
"quick  on the 
draw,"
 hot tempered,
 tough. He 
smokes  heavily 
and 
drinks  
"about
 13 cups" 
of coffee a 
day.  
Dr. Hobert Burns
 teaches philosophy
 and logic, 
surfs,  golfs, writes 
about
 
the 
coming  American 
autocracy,
 engages 
in 
memo
 
wars  with 
faculty
 and
 staff,
 and 
reads  mystery
 novels. 
The two sides 
of the 54-year
-old Burnsthe 
brawler and 
the  
academianhave
 so far 
outlasted  two SJSU 
presidents,
 two 
heart  at-
tacks,
 
and  
a life 
on the 
political hotseat he 
sits on in the middle of a 
politically
 active campus.
 As Dean of  
Academic  
Planning
 John Foote 
said,
 
"Guys
 that
 shoot
 from the 
hip  better be right or they don't get 
anywhere."
 
A private
 man,
 his 
usual steady stream of words
 drops 
sharply
 to a 
judicious
 few
 
when  
talking  about his upbringing. He 
was
 born 
Oct. 13, 
1925 in 
Los 
Angeles,
 the son
 of a cab driver and a secretary. 
"A
 lower
-
middle
 class
 
working  
background," Bums said.
 "I 
don't  
remember
 
'Guys
 
that
 
shoot  from the 
hip 
better 
be right
 or 
they 
don't  get 
anywhere'
 
having  much 
money in 
the 
family."
 
Though 
not  a 
very  
good
 student until his junior year in high school, 
Burns 
nevertheless  
enjoyed  
the social contacts 
and
 athletics (he played 
the major 
sports
 of baseball,
 football
 and 
basketball)
 available
 at Lowell 
High School in San 
Francisco.
 
An interest in 
education,
 and a 
glimmering that he may want to 
teach 
some day, was planted 
in the 
young
 Burns 
by the
 great 
teacher, World 
War Two.
 
The war death of 
some friends and injuries 
to himself and fellow 
soldiers, got 
Burns and 
fellow 
Coast Guard mates talking. Burns heard 
"that 
the  solution 
to wars 
was international understanding, and that the 
key to 
international  understanding 
was
 improved schools. Right 
or
 
wrong, 
that
 sounded pretty good to 
me.  After the war I damn 
well
 knew I 
wanted to go to college." 
From Stanford, where his 
two 
sons
 now attend,
 Burns received 
degrees  in political science and education
 and a teaching credential in 
social studies. He went
 on to teach at several high schools and
 univer-
sities including 
Rutgers  and Syracuse. His first taste 
of administration 
came
 in the mid40's when he was made 
dean  of Hofstra University's 
School of Education.
 
Burns is the first to admit that he has a large ego, an energy 
source  
which 
seems  to command his logical functions to pull the 
rest of the 
academic world up to his level of acceptance. He likesbeing in 
a position to 
exercise power. 
"I got into administration by 
mistake,"
 the tall, rugged -faced vice 
president said. "Like all faculty 
members  I thought this department is all 
screwed
 up. If I could 
get  to 
be department chairperson I could straighten some of these things out." 
Once he achieved that position, the power 
to influence still wasn't enough. 
He climbed to the title
 of school dean, but once again saw real power 
elsewhere. "You really had to be the chief academic officer" 
to
 get things  
accomplished, Burns 
said.  
Burns
 became SJSU's first academic vice president in 1967. Except 
for a one-year
 stint as acting president in 1969-70, 
he has stayed in that 
position. 
But not for lack of 
trying.
 
Though he says he is happy where he is, Burns has twice 
tried to 
achieve the presidency at SJSU, most recently finishing as one of three 
finalists in the race won by Gail Fullerton. 
"I think I could have done a good job, (as President)," Burns said. 
"Maybe it's pure ego speaking but I think I'm prepared, I think I'm 
qualified and 
I think the faculty would have accepted my leadership." 
He believes that Fullerton has done a 
good  job in addressing the 
major concerns of SJSU: faculty morale, changes in the retention,
 tenure 
and promotion policy, and building relations with the outside 
community.  
Not gaining the presidency "was in some sense a blow to my ego but 
really I'm the better off for it," Burnssaid.However, he does not rule out 
the possibility of again running for the SJSU executive office, depending 
on the circumstances. 
But his one
 year as acting
 president left
 a bitter taste.
 
"I learned that it 
is a shitty job," Bums
 said.  He assumed 
power in a 
year 
"that was the most
 unusual in the 
history
 of higher 
education."
 
Vietnam, the 
Cambodia  invasion and 
building burnings all 
permeated the 
collective
 consciousness
 of many universities
 across the land.
 "I spent a 
lot of time 
trying
 to keep the 
university  open," 
he said. 
"Reagan wanted to close it; 
the radicals wanted to close it. I was
 
damned
 if they were going to close my 
university," Burns, his voice 
simmering
 with intensity, exclaimed. "God 
damn
 it., the radicals never 
got 
it
 closed though they did everything 
they could." The voice lowers. 
"Then 
that son of a bitch Reagan closed 
it. That just tore me." 
Man administrator, Burns is a 
"doer",
 associates say. 
"Bert's  biggest frustration is 
probably with the bureaucratic
 
structure 
in
 the chancellor's office, the 
governor's  office, the department
 
of finance,"
 said public relations professor 
Jim Noah who served as the 
university's 
public
 relations director until 
two years ago. 
"He 
doesn't  
give a 
damn about protocol,"
 according to David 
Newman,
 Academic
 Senate 
chairman.  
According to working acquaintances, Burns' ego and temper can be a 
devastating combination when subordinates don't live up to the high 
standards he sets for 
himself and his workers. 
bv arved  
tulit,  
Hobert
 Burns 
"He is short with things
 that don't happen," 
Noah  said. "He doesn't 
have much 
tolerance for poorly 
planned
 or presented programs."
 But 
Burns doesn't demand 
anything he isn't capable 
of doing himself. Noah 
added. 
One such
 instance found Burns 
reading  a rough draft of a 
religious 
studies career
-planning  monograph 
filled
 with bad spelling 
and  poor 
grammar  two 
particular  pet peeves. One line 
read "We really got talent 
here in San 
Hose
 Universty." 
Burns loaded
 his favorite weapon, the memo,
 and fired away: "...I 
particularly  like the close attention you 
pay
 to english because we all 
know that if you cant talke and 
writ good english you cant get a career 
enyw here  especialy in a 
universty or a scool." 
(('ontinued  
on hack 
page) 
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1970
 lives 
on  
Free
 press
 
out
 
of
 
oil  
By Stephen
 Cohodas 
Nine 
years  have 
passed 
sinec  
the 
universities
 of this 
country  were 
rocked by 
demonstrations  
against  
the
 Vietnam War. 
What
 happened 
May  4, 1970 is 
old 
news and needs
 not be 
rehashed
 
at great 
length. The
 death of 
four 
students 
at Kent 
State  have 
had  a 
paralyzing
 effect on 
a generation
 of 
political 
activists 
and needs 
to be 
examined
 in lieu of 
recent 
events.
 
Against
 the backdrop
 of history,
 
the 
lifeless  
compulsion
 of the
 
commuter  
consumer  to 
take in-
creasing  
gasoline  
price  hikes 
Stephen Cohodas
 is a 
Spartan
 Daily reporter 
literally sitting down, is an in-
dication of how deeply 
the iron heel 
can be dug into our 
consciousness 
and action. 
This valley is 
particularly  
important to the 
strategy  of the oil 
warriors. Santa
 Clara County was 
the first place in the 
nation
 to have 
gasoline  station 
owners  impose 
rationing 
and the first place to 
raise  
prices to $1 per -gallon. 
The politics of 
experiment paid 
off and within weeks,
 gas lines were 
extending north
 around the 
bay,  
from the soft 
underbelly  of the 
region. 
The significance
 of this 
development  should not
 be lost. The 
Bay Area's national 
reputation  as a 
focal point of popular
 resistance to 
expressions 
of exploitation, give us a 
status akin to that ol' Nixon 
phraseology, If it'll play in 
Peoria..." 
The difference between the 
early decade and now is more than 
not having Nixon to kick
 around. A 
new level of 
sophistication
 which 
relies on 
information
 that filters 
through
 the media to 
act  as a 
placebo
 instead of a 
call to action. 
The post
-Watergate  
om-
nipresent media 
theory which goes
 
hand -in -hand 
with  informational
 
spoon  feeding 
underscores
 the 
problem. If 
the  press 
watchdogs
 the 
big corporations
 and the 
politicians,
 
then 
"mellow"  
lifestyles
 can 
be 
preserved.
 
The 
truth  is a 
free 
press  
acting  
alone  is 
like a 
ship  at 
sea,  with 
no 
wind
 to its 
sails.. 
or in 
this
 instance.
 
out of 
gas.
 
We 
need
 to 
explore 
energy
 
alternatives.
 We 
need 
to 
become
 
personally  
involved 
in 
developing  
a 
non
-exploitive
 energy 
system. 
Nationalizing  
the oil 
industry
 is 
an 
interim 
solution
 that 
should  
be
 
considered.
 
With  the 
hindsight
 of 
history, 
the legal 
apparatus
 can 
be
 
letters 
How dare you 
Editor:
 
In 
response  
to
 Stu 
McFaul's  
April  26 
letter,  how 
dare 
you  con-
demn 
Ms. 
Savage
 for 
bringing 
up a 
pertinent  
point in 
which, 
due to 
the 
I.F.C.'s
 
Inter
-Fraternity  
Council
 
own 
lack  of 
interest,  
the I.F.C.
 had 
no 
intention
 to 
endeavor.  
For 
some  time 
now, it 
has  been 
brought
 to the
 attention
 of the 
I.F.C., 
as 
well  as 
yourself,
 the 
conflicts  
which 
exist  
between
 black
 and 
white  
Greeks 
on the 
SJSU's  
campus,
 yet 
the I.F.C.
 has 
remained  
blind,  
silent
 
and 
ignorant.
 
Even when members 
of the 
black Greek organization confronted 
the I.F.C. to see how these problems 
of 
communication
 could be resolved, 
we 
were  slapped in the face with a 
reply to the nature of - you don't 
belong here. 
Speaking
 of a 
waste  of time,
 that 
should 
be
 a fitting
 alma 
mater  for 
the I.F.C.,
 don't 
you think?
 
Patricia
 Renee 
Lubin 
Sigma
 Gamma
 Rho 
Sorority  
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Grounds  
it was 
unfair 
Call
 
for A.S. 
election
 
reform
 
By 
Erin  A. 
Hallissy  
The
 recent
 A.S. 
elections
 havi
 
shown  
that  
campaign
 reform
 is 
necessary
 to 
make  
elections  
more 
equitable
 
and  
fair.  
The fact one candidate 
challenged
 the election on 
the  
grounds it 
was  unfair and several 
members of the 
election
 board and 
&Ill A. 
Hallissy  is a 
Spartan
 Daily reporter 
at least one other 
candidate agreed 
with him, is evidence that something 
must be 
done to make the 
elections
 
fair enough
 so they 
cannot
 be 
challenged. 
The first step 
toward  reforming 
the elections would
 be-to
 offer
 work-
study money to students 
who work 
the polling booths. Several times 
during the election booths were 
closed  because there was nobody to 
work  them. The current A.S. 
president even
 had to spend much of 
her time poll
-sitting.  
If 
students  
were  
paid
 for 
working
 at 
polls, there
 probably
 
would be 
fewer such
 problems.
 
The 
next step toward
 reforming 
the elections 
would  be to make the 
executives
 run separately. 
instead 
of having the students
 vote for a 
slate 
which includes the 
president,  
vice president and 
treasurer.  
Students complained during the 
last election that they wanted to vote 
for a presidential candidate from 
one 
slate  and the vice presidential 
candidate from another. 
Having  
the
 
executives  
elected 
separately
 shouldn't
 cause
 
many
 
problems  
even  if a 
president
 
elected
 
from 
one 
party 
and 
the 
vice  
president  
from  
another.  
Party  lines in A.S. 
elections are 
nebulous
 at best and 
students may 
prefer to 
vote for people 
instead of 
party. 
existence. 
They pretend to support 
egalitarianism, but 
instead  support 
elitism. And they see bloody 
revolution in the 1980's. If the people 
are taken in by the 
elitists'  vision, 
maybe 1984 is not in the too distant 
future.
 
David Mercer 
Marketing senior 
Another important reform 
would be to make the ballots more 
exact and easy to understand. 
In order to ensure a fair ballot, 
sample
 ballots should be 
posted at 
last several
 days in advance
 so 
candidates may 
see if their party is 
correctly identified 
and  if design of 
the 
ballot  is fair and clear. 
The most important 
reform
 
would be to 
make the election board 
more responsible for
 upholding the 
election code. The board has 
said
 
that
 it is impossible to enforce the 
rules 
in the code. 
At a meeting 
after  the general 
election, one of the 
candidates in the 
runoff election 
asked  that certain 
rules be 
enforced  that he saw 
broken
 
during  the 
first
 election. 
An example
 
was  that, the 
other party
 had people
 
not
 enrolled 
at
 SJSU 
campaign  for 
them,  a clear 
violation  of 
the
 elec-
tion code.
 
Members of the board said they 
knew
 these people did not go here 
one  was only 11 years old but they 
chose not to enforce that
 part of the 
election code. 
If the
 
election  
board  
doesn't
 
want  
to 
enforce  
the 
rules 
it is 
there 
to 
enforce,  
what's
 the 
use 
of
 
having
 
either  
rules  or 
a 
board.
 
In short, 
campaign  reform 
needs to take place. Members of the 
A.S. have said for years that the 
election code should be revised. 
Now is the time to do it, while
 
the election and its shortcomings are 
still fresh in everyone's mind. 
Today's only 
child
 
is 
more  
intelligent
 
By Karen Ewing
 
If
 Americans were to limit
 their families to one 
child,  a healthier society 
could  be the result.
 
On the average, an only 
child  is an intelligent, well
-adjusted  individual 
according  to a Zero Population Growth
 
(ZPG) study.
 
The group's research
 found that an only 
child,  when compared to 
members
 of larger families: 
 Scores higher on measures
 of verbal ability. 
 Achieves a higher
 proportion of prominent 
positions  in society. 
 Is 
more
 likely to attend college or graduate 
school. 
 Is less dependent. 
 Reports feelings 
of
 being loved, accepted 
and  trusted similar to 
those
 
of a person from a two-child family. 
 Possesses and uses
 leadership skills more. 
These
 traits are not a result 
of
 the fact the parents have
 more money to 
educate an 
only child with. They 
have  been observed 
within
 the same socio-
Karen 
Emong 
is 
a Spartan Daily reporter 
economic group, according to ZPG. 
Such independent, intelligent leaders are perhaps due 
to the benefits an 
only child can receive. Such a child can develop at his or her own rate, ZPG's 
report says. There are no problems resulting from sibling rivalry and 
comparison. 
Lastly, he or she may have more parental attention. There was an 
argument almost daily in the house I shared with 
seven  siblings. Looking 
back on this disharmony, I have come to realize that it was a result of all of 
us vying for our parents' attention. Two members of my family have gone to 
see psychologists. The doctors reinforced
 my belief. 
The parents of an only child can also receive benefits, according to ZPG. 
They don't have to divide their time and attention 
among  children. The 
husband 
and wife also have more time to develop their personal relation-
ship. 
Also, from a practical view, the
 adults can pursue careers, hobbies or 
other interests. 
My own father could have benefitted 
from
 this if he had not had eight 
children, a result of his religious and social beliefs. 
Knowing how much he despised the 
military,  I once asked him why he 
remained in it for 20 years.
 "Because I had 10 mouths to feed and no college
 
education," he replied. 
I am glad to be alive and don't wish that
 any of my siblings were not 
born. However, it's a shame my parents 
didn't  get all they may have wanted 
out of life. 
Such needless sacrifice 
could  be avoided if Americans 
would  limit the 
size of their families. 
Also, more intelligent,
 independent, well
-adjusted  individuals could 
be 
born. 
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established
 to 
prevent
 the kinds
 of 
abuses
 of power
 found in 
regulating 
the 
public
 utilities. 
What  
about
 the 
oil  which 
is 
drawn
 from 
public 
lands?
 Co-
operative 
energy 
organizations
 for 
refining,
 distribution
 and 
sale
 could 
be 
designed  
and
 built to 
serve as 
a 
model 
to the 
oil  
industry.
 Then 
we 
can 
say  join or 
die  to the 
oil
 industry. 
Through 
the muck 
of this 
crisis  
will come 
new answers
 to the 
problems  we 
face. In 
that
 manner, 
the 
spirit  of May 
Day 1970 lives
 on, 
elitism 
that declares it knows
 what 
is good 
for the people. Rather 
than  
allowing
 the people to 
decide  what is 
in the 
public  interest, it 
pretends to 
know
 where 
society  hurts, 
what 
society 
desires and 
how society 
should achieve
 these desires. 
The 
elitists  describe
 a classless 
paradise
 where
 economic
 and 
political  
justice  reigns
 and true
 
freedom
 
exists.
 They 
fail, 
however,  
to 
depict  how
 
individual
 
initiative  
and 
creativity
 will
 be 
fiercely
 
suppressed
 
and  
how  
differing  
opinions  
will 
not  be 
tolerated.
 
Would  
this  be 
justice?
 True 
freedom?
 
They 
point to 
Mao and 
his 
philosophy.
 They 
elevate 
him to 
sainthood,
 praising
 him 
as a 
peerless 
model 
of
 true 
compassion  
for 
humankind.  
Are  we to 
follow  his 
example
 and 
permit  government
 to 
control  our flow
 of 
information,
 our 
private
 
thoughts,
 and 
our very
 
Letter  
policy
 
The 
Spartan
 Daily welcomes 
letters from 
readers
 expressing 
Individual 
viewpoints.  
Letters
 should be typed, trl-
ple-spaced and must include the 
writer's major, class standing, 
address,  
telephone 
number 
and 
signature. 
Only the 
name, major and 
class standing will be printed. 
The Spartan 
Daily reserves 
the  right to edit for length, 
style  
or libel.
 
Letters should be 
submitted  
at The 
Deily  Office (JC 
2109) 
between 9 a.m. 
and  5 p.m. 
weekdays, or by mall to the
 
Forum 
Page,  do the Spartan 
Daily, San Jose State University, 
125 S. Seventh St., San 
Jose,  CA 
911112.
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Poetry
 is 
life  
distilled,'
 
says
 writer 
Gwendolyn
 
Brooks
 
[arts
 
and  entertainment
 
Black 
poetry
 featured
 
Brooks
 recites
 
favorites
 
By 
Lisa 
M. 
Young  
Gwendolyn
 
Brooks'
 
words
 
cajoled
 
in
 song,
 
entertained
 
at 
whim
 and
 
stung 
with truth.
 
Brooks, a 
Pulitzer 
Prize recipient 
for her 
poetry 
in "Annie Allen," 
and 
nominee for 
the 
National  Book 
Award  in 
1972
 for her 
autobiography,  
"Report 
from  Part one," 
presented
 poetry 
readings  
and 
a workshop 
at SJSU 
last week. 
The San Jose Poetry 
Center presented Brooks, 
who has written five books 
of poetry and one novel, as 
a part of the English 
Department's Phelan 
Days, in celebration of the 
arts. 
Place
 to get away 
from  
it all; 
visit 
famous  
Alcatraz  Island 
By Darcy
 Asvitt 
and
 Lori 
Cuffaro
 
Tired 
of spending 
free 
afternoons 
at the park, or 
driving to 
Santa  Cruz? 
Well, there is a 
place  in the 
Bay Area where
 one can 
get away from 
it all, and 
not many people 
are aware 
it  exists. 
The place:
 Alcatraz 
Island.
 
Alcatraz
 Island was 
given 
to
 the park service in 
1972,
 and offers tours to 
the 
public for
 a fee of $2. 
The $2 
includes 
the  
"We're 
Stumping  
for
 the 
Coming 
Revolution 
in Higher
 
Consciousness!"
 
Come 
Hear  the 
Chelas  
of
 Guru 
Ma!  
REDISCOVER
 the 
power  
of God 
within  you 
through 
the 
teachings 
of the 
ascend-
ed 
mastersancient
 wis-
dom 
applied  to 
the  new 
age.
 
LEARN how
 to balance 
your
 karma and 
purify your 
aura
 with the violet 
flame. 
EXPERIENCE
 
LIGHT  
with 
music  and 
meditations  
to 
unlock 
your 
creative  
potential!
 
You're
 
invited
 
too 
lecture, 
movie,
 
and  
slide
 show 
MAY 
7 
Mon.
 
7:00 
pm 
Santa  
Clara  
Univ  
Daly 
Science
 Bldg 
Room
 206 
Speaker:
 Gene
 
Vosseler
 
Chela  
of
 Guru
 Ma 
Call 
(408)  
274-8320
 
No 
Admission
 
Charge
 
ferry ride over to 
the 
island, and a walking tour 
of the 
famous former 
federal prison, and the 
surrounding grounds. 
The ferry boat leaves 
pier 43 in San Francisco to 
Alcatraz every 45 
minutes
 
between 9 a.m. anti 3 p.m., 
seven 
days
 a week. 
Since it is cool inside 
the prison, it is best to 
wear  
warm
 clothes. 
Information about the 
island was hard to obtain, 
according to the 
tour 
guides,  because at the  time 
Alcatraz was in operation 
what went on inside was 
kept very quiet. 
In 1963, Alcatraz prison 
was closed because of the 
expense of running it. It 
cost between $25,000 and 
$30,000 per 
year, per in-
mate, to 
keep it running. 
Walking through the 
rows of small desolate 5 x 9 
x 7 cells gives one an eery 
feeling. 
The cells are left the 
AmEc
 
omr
 
Mato 
I. C. 194.10114 
LAST
 
NIGHT  
erotic
 
adventures
 
from 
France
 & Japan
 
THE 
ILL-FATED
 
COURTESANS
 
also 
EMANUELLE
 --
THE 
JOYS  
OF
 A 
WOMAN
 
way they were, and are 
equipped with 
a cot, small 
wash 
basin and toilet, with 
a 
single light bulb hanging 
from 
the ceiling. 
According
 to the tour 
guides, 
life
 for the inmates 
at Alcatraz was 
hard, and 
prisoners were sent to 
solitary 
confinement  for 
the slightest 
infraction  of 
the rules. 
Alcatraz, which means 
"pelican" in Spanish, was 
a maximum security, 
minimum privilege
 
facility, with 
many
 strict 
rules.
 
For instance, if a 
prisoner failed to button 
the top button of his shirt, 
or was caught
 talking to 
another prisoner, he was 
then warned. If it happened 
again, the prisoner was 
then sent to solitary
 con-
finement.
 
Another 
example  of the 
strict rules at the prison 
was that, if a prisoner 
didn't
 eat everything on his 
plate  he was then warned, 
and the second time it 
occurred, he would be sent 
to 
solitary  confinement.
 
The 
only
 thing the 
prisoners 
could  look for-
ward 
to during the day
 
were the meals. An 
average dinner meal for 
the inmates 
consisted
 of 
fried chicken,
 dressing, 
potatoes and 
gravy, 
asparagus, rolls, butter, 
cranberry sauce, 
fuit  and 
pudding. 
Inmates 
had three 
meals a day 
and  20 minutes 
to eat each 
meal, so they 
were out of their cells and 
in
 the mess hall, a total of 
one hour each day. 
Outside the mess hall, 
there 
is a "cat walk," 
rommionmilmommmft
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CHARTER
 FLIGHTS 1979 
WE 
REPRESENT
 ALL 
CHARTER  
OPERATORS
 
LONDON
 
(Including
 
Laker  
PARIS
 
JAMAICA
 
HONG 
KONG 
GENEVA
 
TOKYO
 
MADRID
 
SINGAPORE
 
VIENNA
 
Lima, 
Peru 
(South
 
America 
COSTA  
RICA
 
RIO 
De 
JANEIRO
 
COPENHAVEN
 
MANILA 
BRUSSELS
 
TAIPEI
 
YUGOSLAVIA
 
POLAND  
NEW  
YORK
 
CITY  
DUSSELDORF 
(Amsterdam's new 
gateway) 
FRANKFURT 
ZURICH
 
TEL AVIV 
SHANNON 
AUSTRALIA 
MILAN 
HONOLULU 
GREECE 
Plus 
student
 
flights  
throughout
 
Asia,  
Africa
 
and  
the  
Middle
 
East
 
TRAVEL
 
SERVICES:
 
Jet
 
flights
 
anywhere  at 
student
 prices and dis-
count
 
fares
 
 
International
 
Student
 
Identity  
Card 
issuance 
 
Eurall,  Stu-
dent
 
Rail
 
and 
BritRail
 passes
  
Complete
 
tour
 
Information
  Over-
seas
 
lob 
placement
  
intrs-European
 
flight 
bookings
 
and tickets 
 
USA,
 
Canada
 
and
 
Mexico
 
student
 
travel
  
Youth  
Hostel 
cards  
and
 
publications
 
 
Student
 
ships,  
trains,
 
buses,
 
resorts
 
end
 
hotels
  
Student
 
travel 
publications
 
OPEN
 
WEEKDAYS
 
AND
 
SATURDAY
 
14081  
292-1613
 
444
 E 
Williams
 
Street
 
San
 
Jose,
 
9E2
 
MEM.
 
MIMI
 
where
 armed 
guards
 would 
walk 
back
 and 
forth  ob-
serving the 
behavior 
inside  
the mess hall. 
Solitary 
confinement
 
was called, "cell
 of dark 
holes," by 
the inmates, and 
if you were sent 
there, you 
weren't allowed 
to go to the 
mess 
hall and 
eat,
 which 
for many 
was the only
 time 
out of the 
cell and was 
not 
allowed  any 
reading or 
writing  material. 
Any laws that were 
made to better the 
prisioners' life, such 
as 
having
 to have 1,400 
calories a day, the prison 
officials
 managed to get 
around. 
Because Alcatraz 
was  
a maximum
 security.
 
minimum 
privilege 
facility, 
there  were only 39 
attempted
 escapes, 
and of 
those 
39, 26 were 
caught,
 7 
shot, 6 
declared drowned.
 
Out of the
 six 
declared  
drowned,
 only 
one  body 
was 
found, which
 leaves 
five 
unaccounted
 for. 
The tour
 of Alcatraz 
can 
be enjoyed
 by 
everyone,  
and  once 
returning to 
the  pier, you 
can spend
 the rest of 
your
 
day 
at the nearby Pier 39, 
Fisherman's  Wharf,
 or at 
Ghiardelli
 Square.
 
Do make sure that you 
bring a camera on your trip 
to the island, because you 
will definitely want shots of 
the beautiful skyline of San 
Francisco and 
surroun-
ding area. 
For more
 information 
about taking 
the tour of 
Alcatraz, 
call,  415 546-
2805. 
THE  
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Sento Cry: 
Los
 
Gatos
 
For  
Quality
 
Food
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Priced
 
For 
interesting
 
conversation,
 
meet
 
the 
community
 
at 
our  
community
 
table.
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In 1976, when she was 
guest here for the first 
time, the day was declared
 
Gwendolyn  
Brooks  Day by 
the 
university.  
The 
legendary
 
woman  
spoke
 in 
melody,
 touching
 
her 
listeners
 
with  
the  
rhythm 
of
 her bass
 voice. 
To Brooks, poetry is 
"life distilled." And, in the 
short time 
she was her 
Thursday, Brooks gave
 
students a glimpse of her 62 
years experience at in-
terpreting 
life through 
poetry. 
"Everyone 
is a poet, in 
terms of feeling, spirit, 
response," 
she said, "but 
your poetry is inside. Write 
what you know about, what 
you see, what's on the 
streets."
 
This is 
what Brooks
 
told 
aspiring  poets 
whenever they
 asked. 
And this is what Brooks 
has done 
since  she was a 
child of seven 
years,  when 
she 
began proudly 
showing  
rhymes
 to her mother. 
"She 
said
 I would 
be
 a 
lady
 Paul Lawrece 
Dunbar  
(a black 
poet),
 a household 
name 
to us at 
that
 time," 
Brooks  recalled. 
Since, Brooks 
has 
learned to observe, 
take 
notes and return to 
them to 
recapture the 
mood she 
was in to 
write  poetry. 
Prompted by riots 
taking place after Martin 
Luther King Jr. was 
Guidelines
 
not 
slowing  
cost 
of living surge 
NEW YORK
 AP) 
--
The
 
Carter
 
ad-
ministration's
 
voluntary
 
guidelines
 don't seem
 to be 
slowing
 the upward
 surge 
of 
the cost 
of
 living, 
Americans  
say, but
 that 
doesn't 
necessarily  
mean 
the  public
 wants 
man-
datory 
wage
 and price
 
controls.  
A recent Associated 
Press -NBC News poll found 
the public still deeply 
worried about the rising 
cost of living
 and 
pessimistic about the 
future course of the 
economy.
 
Last 
October. 
President 
Carter called on 
American 
businessmen  
and workers to 
hold down 
increases  in wage 
and  
prices  voluntarily to 
whip
 
inflation,
 which he and the 
public  view as 
the nation's 
No. 1 problem. 
Workers 
were asked 
to 
hold 
wage 
increases  to 
7 
percent  
and
 businesses
 
were  asked 
to
 hold down 
price  
increases.
 
Now, 
half a year later, 
four 
out of five Americans
-
80 percent -say 
Carter's 
voluntary wage and
 price 
guidelines  are not 
suc-
ceeding in holding down
 
prices
 and wages.
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 Inc 
assassinated, Brooks
 
depicted the reaction of a 
white liberal to the 
"sweaty and unpretty 
Negroes" in the streets in 
"Riot," one of her selectd 
readings. 
She also 
recited what 
Brooks calls one 
of
 her 
or 40 
years  ago. 
She calls 
her  
first 
wfitings,
 her 
"express
 
yourself"
 poetry 
when 
"I
 
wrote
 about 
anything  I 
felt 
like
 writing
 about, 
things I 
didn't  
know
 about: 
death, 
love, 
war.
 I wrote 
lots of 
soldier poems." 
Soon  she found 
her 
'now is a raw,
 
ragged, free 
verse time'
 
"hair poems for
 those of 
my 
sisters who 
kept their 
naturals,
 never to 
look  a 
hot
 comb in the
 teeth," she 
said, 
proudly
 
congratulating
 them with 
a 
grin. 
These  
"sisters"  
realized
 their 
natural 
beauty without the tools to 
make
 them look like white 
women. 
In the "Ballad of Pearl 
Mae Lee" she spoke of 
"love
 and lynching, 
through  the desperate eyes 
of the wife of a black man 
who had dared 
"taste the 
pink and white 
honey" of a 
white woman. 
Through "The 
Mother," she told 
of 
abortions 
that "will not let 
you 
forget"
 the unborn 
children.
 
And 
in another poem, 
she spoke of a little boy who 
"had 
the cotton-pickin' 
nerve 
to come into this 
world an African,
 looking 
like an African," 
Brooks
 
said."That was his crime." 
But Brooks' 
style is 
unlike the Brooks' style 30 
writing  
contained
 
an 
"integration  
favoring"
 
message,  
continuing  
the 
tradition
 begun 
by poets 
like 
Langston
 
Hughes,  
Countee
 Cullen and
 Claude 
McKay.
 
"I thought
 whites should 
take us in and
 that they 
should be 
obliged  to share 
the 
American  feast," she 
explained.  "There was a 
pleading note to my poetry 
then." 
But soon that pleading 
note disappeared along 
with
 the sonnet writing that 
once 
dominted  her work.
 
"I think I'll never write 
another 
sonnet,"  Brooks 
said. "Now is a 
wild, raw, 
ragged, free verse time. 
Rhymes seem to creep
 up 
almost silently.
 
"Sonnets
 take 
the 
ragged  
and the raw and
 put it into 
a small 
space.  Then you 
have it right under your 
thumb." 
In 
this
 "wild, ragged 
time," 
Brooks intends to 
do 
what  she believes 
black  
poets  should do 
- write 
about blacks, for
 blacks, to 
blacks  in words
 that "say 
many
 things 
black  people 
need to say to each
 other." 
Get the 
edge!  
Prepare
 to take 
the 
GMAT
 
Graduate 
Management.Admissions  Test 
Saturdays.
 June 2.9, 16, 23, 30, 1979 
9 
a.m.-12.30
 p.m.,
 
Business  
Classroom  014, SJSU 
campi,
 
Total cost is 
$65  
including  
mater,s3  
For 
further  
information:
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Education 
Journalism 
Classroom
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136B
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University  
San Jose,
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 State
 
University
 
Summer
 
Internship
--
Connecticut
 Mutual
 Life
 is 
offering  
a 
summer
 
financial
 
internship
 to 
Juniors
 
and  
Seniors  
who 
are 
interested
 in 
learning  
about
 estate
 
planning,
 
business
 
insurance,  
and 
pension
 
and 
profit  
sharing
 plans.
 
Students  
must 
have 
a 
minimum
 
of one 
year 
remaining
 
in
 
school.
 A 
basic 
salary
 will 
be 
provided.
 
Call 
Susan 
DeCarlo
 at 
294-5660,
 
to
 
arrange
 for
 an 
ap-
pointment.
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SJSU title
 hopes dimmed 
in 
Fresno
 
By Dan
 Wood 
FRESNO 
 The SJSU 
baseball team 
is rapidly 
playing itself out of con-
tention in the second -half 
race of the Northern 
California Baseball 
Association. 
The Spartans dropped 
two-out -of -three contests to 
Fresno State 
here  this 
weekend, which put a 
severe dent in their second -
half championship
 chan-
ces. 
SJSU
 is now tied for 
second place with Fresno 
State, both 
with  records of 
10-5. The Spartans 
and  
Bulldogs trail first-place 
University of Pacific (11-4 
by one game. 
Both UOP and Fresno 
Kinkos Copies 
overnight 
3 
Ihno
 
minimum 
XEROX
 9400 & 
IBM 
COPIES
 
123  S. 3rd 
Street 
295-4336 
Also 
at:  
481 E. San 
Carlos  
295-5511  
State  
have
 the 
edge 
on
 
SJSU
 in the
 event 
of a tie,
 
because
 
both
 
won  
their  
second
-half 
series  
from  
the
 
Spartans.
 
The 
only
 way 
SJSU can
 
claim 
the 
second
-half  title 
is by 
sweeping  
University
 
of San
 
Francisco
 next
 
weekend,
 and
 
having
 
Fresno
 
take
 two
 out 
of 
three 
from 
Pacific.  
Any 
other 
combination  
of 
events 
would 
work  
against
 
the  
Spartans.  
Should
 SJSU
 
capture
 
the 
second
-half
 title. 
the 
Spartans  
would
 be 
the 
outright  
league  
champions,
 
since 
they 
already  
won 
the 
first 
half. 
However,
 if 
any  
other
 
club 
wins the
 second
 half,
 
that 
team 
would  
meet  
SJSU 
in a 
best 
two
-out
-of-
three  
playoff
 
series
 for
 the 
NCBA  
championship,
 and 
a 
trip
 
to 
the 
NCAA
 
Regionals.
 
The
 
Spartans
 
could  
manage  
only 
one 
win 
in 
three 
tries
 
here  
this 
weekend,
 
that 
coming  
in 
the 
first  
game
 
of
 Satur-
day's  
doubleheader,
 10-6. 
Fresno
 
State  
won 
a 
nailbiter
 
Friday  
night  
6-5, 
and  
took
 
the  
nightcap
 
Like 
To Make 
Some  
Money
 
Teaching 
Next
 Fall? 
Conduct  
A 
Leisure
 
Class  
 Stained Glass 
 
Leather
 Works 
 
Batik
 
 Woodworking 
 Quilting 
 Auto Repair 
 Musical Instrument 
 Suggestions
 Are 
Welcome 
Applications
 for 
fall 
1979
 
instructors
 
available
 in the
 A.S.
 Leisure
 
Services  
Office 
(Located  
next to 
the  
Spartan
 Pub). 
Call 
277-2972  
For
 More 
Information
 
Saturday  
by a 
convincing  
10-3 count. 
The 
third  game 
of the 
series
 was
 the 
big  
one,
 
after
 the clubs
 had 
split  the 
opening  
two.
 
An 
SJSU
 win
 
would  
have 
all 
but  
eliminated  
Fresno
 State 
from 
the  
race,
 
but 
when  
the
 
Bulldogs  
came
 up 
with 
six  
runs
 in 
the 
second
 
inning,
 
knocking
 out
 
Spartan
 
starter
 Jay 
Brazil,
 the 
rest 
of the
 
game
 
proved
 
academic.
 
Brazil's
 
downfall
 
began 
when 
Dan 
Gladden
 
opened  
the 
inning  
with 
a 
booming  
double.
 Dave
 Holt 
then 
popped
 up 
a 
sacrifice  
bunt
 
attempt
 
which  
turned  
into
 a 
single  
when  
Brazil's
 
dive
 for 
the 
ball
 came
 up 
just
 
short.  
Brazil  
went
 down 
in a 
heap, 
with 
a 
slightly  
twisted  
knee,
 but 
after 
getting
 up to 
throw a 
couple 
of 
warmup  
tosses,  
he 
convinced  
coach
 
Gene  
Menges
 
he
 was
 fit 
to 
continue.  
He 
promptly
 served
 up 
four balls
 to 
Frank  
Garcia  
to load the
 bases, 
then gave
 
up 
hits  to 
Tim  
Painton  
and  
Jim 
Flores,  
each 
driving  
in 
two runs. 
After 
Brazil  
went
 to a 
2-0 
count  on 
the
 next 
batter,  
Menges
 lifted 
him  in 
favor  
of Frank 
Leonard. 
Leonard 
got 
out of the
 inning,
 but 
not 
before  the 
Bulldogs 
had 
a 6-0 
lead. 
"That 
had  
nothing
 to 
do
 
with
 it,"
 
Brazil
 
said  
when  
questioned
 
about 
the 
injured
 
knee.  
"It  
was  
bruised,
 but 
I was 
putting
 
the 
ball  
right  
where  
I 
wanted  
it. 
They  
were  
just
 
hitting
 it." 
SJSU  
came 
back
 with
 
two 
runs 
in the
 
third,
 
but  
never  
really
 
got 
within
 
striking
 
distance.
 
Fresno  
put  
the  
game  
away
 
with  
four 
runs 
in
 the 
fifth. 
Southpaw
 
Ron 
Leach,
 
making  
his 
first 
league
 
start  
of
 the 
season,
 
allowed
 
the
 
Spartns  
only 
six 
hits 
over
 
the  
seven  
inning
 
distance.
 
Only 
one 
of the 
three
 runs
 off 
Leach
 was 
earned,  
as 
he 
got  his 
second  
win 
of the 
year,
 
against  
three 
losses.
 
The
 loss 
went  to 
Brazil.  
It 
was 
his  first 
of the 
year,
 
after
 seven
 wins 
Pitching  
hurt 
SJSU 
all 
weekend.
 
Regular
 
starter 
Dave
 
Nobles 
had 
to 
attend
 a 
wedding  
Saturday,
 
so
 he 
was
 moved
 up 
in the 
rotation
 to 
pitch 
Friday 
night. 
But
 when 
he 
came
 up 
with a 
tight arm,
 Menges
 
opted
 for 
freshman  
Mark 
Langston.  
Langston
 
pitched
 well 
into
 the sixth
 inning,
 when 
Nobles 
came 
on
 in 
relief.
 
But they 
were 
both  out-
dueled  by 
Fresno's
 Rich 
Bordi. 
Going 
into  the 
seventh  
inning
 trailing 
4-3,  SJSU 
shorstop  
Derek
 Bulcock 
hit 
his first home run of the 
year, to tie it. 
But the Bulldogs
 came 
back with two in the bottom 
of the seventh off Nobles, 
and the 
Spartans
 couldn't 
catchup.
 
Bordi went the 
distance for Fresno, 
handcuffing the Spartans 
on five 
hits.  He is now 11-4. 
The loss went to 
Nobles, his third in the last 
week. That lowered his 
record to 8-5. 
Brian Stuckey
 also 
had a homer 
in the game 
for 
SJSU, and Garcia had 
one for
 Fresno. 
The only SJSU bright  
spot of the weekend came 
in 
Saturday's first game. 
The
 Spartans got five 
unearned 
runs in the first 
inning, thanks to two errors 
by Garcia, en route to the 
win. 
SJSU pounded out 16 
hits off two Fresno pit-
chers. Dan 
Addiego  had 
four, Stuckey and Chris 
Gallego three each, 
and 
Bulcock and Ernie Hayden 
each had two hits and three 
RBI. 
Steve Berglund pitched 
the final five and two-thirds 
innings to get the win, after 
starter Randy Raphael had 
to retire with
 a stiff arm. 
Berglund
 gave up only two 
runs on five hits in 
raising 
his record to 5-0. 
Jon Reelhorn was 
tagged with the loss 
(9-3).
 
SJSU 
pitcher Dave Nobles grimaces while
 throwing
 a 
pitch  
in
 recent 
action
 
against
 
Hawaii.
 The 
Spartans  complete 
their 
regular
 
season
 
this 
weekend
 
against
 USF. 
Gladden had a 
single, 
double, home 
run  and four 
RBI for Fresno. 
In 
contrast  to the 
situation SJSU is in,
 Fresno 
could assure 
itself
 of the 
second -half
 title 
by
 
sweeping 
Pacific 
next 
weekend, 
unless
 Santa 
Clara 
sweeps  St. 
Mary's.  
Santa  Clara is also 
tied for 
second 
place  at 10-5 
and  
would
 be 
declared  
chr.mpion
 if they tie 
with  
Fresno for first
 as they 
earlier 
took  two out  
of
 three 
from 
the  Bulldogs. 
Berry 
named
 new 
hoop 
coach
 
By Steve
 Carp 
Well, the "trade" is 
finally complete. 
When Darryl Rodgers 
left SJSU in 1976 to go to 
Michigan State, the 
Spartans
 were promised 
"players to be named 
later." SJSU
 recently got 
one "player" in a new
 band 
director and the second 
"player" 
has just been 
acquired. 
Bill Berry, one of the 
architects of MSU's 1979 
NCAA basketball cham-
pionship, has been named 
as the Spartans' (that's 
SJSU Spartans) new head 
coach, succeeding Ivan 
Guevara.
 
Berry,  who was Jud 
Heathcote's  right-hand 
A.S. 
I,eisure  
Services
 
man at MSU, has been 
I FLY NEW 
YORK:
 $99: 
I 
, WORLD 
AIRWAYS 
' 
1 -or people
 who
 hate to v42.ste monev 
OAKLAND - 
NEWARK  or OAKLAND 
- BALTIMORE 
No 
advance  
purchase
 
requirements!
 
No roundtrip
 requirements!
 
DAILY DC
-10 SERVICE BY 
1"13=VY815civel
 
293-9455
 
II ME 
MM.  
Show
 
us
 
what
 
you 
can
 
do!  
The Academy 
of Art College is 
now offeting 
summer
 
study grant 
scholarships  to students who can 
measure 
up to our 
standards.
 Send for further
 
details
 
today.  
Scholarships are 
available  in The areas 
of Advertisinii 
Graphic 
Design,  Illustration,
 Fine Art, 
(Drawing,
 
Painting,
 Sculpture 
and  Pitintmaking)
 and 
Photography.
 
ACADEMY OF 
ART  COLLEGE 
t 
.11,),,,/:3
 4200 
ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE 
 
I would  
hire to 
rer I orthef 
If, 
,r
 
NAME 
ADDRESS
 
given a three-year
 contract 
by SJSU. 
It is the 37 -year
-
old 
Berry's first head 
coaching
 job at a Division I 
school. 
Speaking from 
his 
office at 
MSU, Berry was 
very 
excited about
 coming 
back to 
California 
and 
particularly to San
 Jose. 
"I'm very anxious to 
get started. San
 Jose is a 
beautiful place to 
live and 
work and I have many 
friends there,"
 said Berry, 
who  had been an assistant 
at California 
to Dick Ed-
wards prior to joining 
Heathcote
 in 1977. 
Interim 
Athletic  
Director Jon Crosby 
was  
pleased as punch with 
the  
decision. Crosby, who 
oversaw the process of the 
selecting committee as its 
chairman, had to wait 52 
days to announce Berry's 
arrival,
 but felt it was 
worth the wait. 
"Given the fact that we 
knew we wouldn't be able 
to name a coach before the 
deadline 
(April  11  letter 
of intent signings), we 
felt 
it was to our advantage to 
be 
deliberate  and make 
sure we got the coach that 
we wanted.
 
"Due to this process,
 
we were able to secure the 
services of Bill Berry and I 
don't think 
anyone
 will 
complain about the 
selection of Bill Berry as 
basketball coach," he 
added. 
Berry, along with 
former Golden 
State 
Warrior assistant coach 
Joe Roberts and Merced 
J.C. 
head  coach Don Reid 
were  the three finalists in 
the coaching derby. 
SJSU President Gall 
Fullerton was high in her 
"Bill Berry is an ex-
ceptionally talented
 young 
coach who will bring 
stability, excitement and a 
touch of class to Spartan 
basketball at 
San  Jose 
State." 
Crosby echoed 
Fullerton's sentiments. 
"He's a great coach. A 
person with a lot of 
character. Bill's greatest 
selling point is his en-
thusiasm for the job. 
"He's in coaching for 
all the right things," 
Crosby added. 
Berry, who will be in 
town tomorrow to meet the 
press at a luncheon,
 wants 
to meet with the players 
immediately and discuss 
what his philosophies are 
and what the team's 
feelings 
are.  
As far 
as his 
philosophy on offense, 
Berry 
says  that he likes to 
run, but under control. "I 
like to break when the 
opportunity presents
 itself 
but I want to play an up-
tempo game." 
Berry is a 
MSU  
graduate
 and competed in 
basketball  and track at the 
East Lansing school. He 
got his degree in 1965 and 
returned to MSU for his 
Master's
 in 1970. 
He had 
coached  high 
school  in Sacramento 
for 
three years (1965-68). 
While 
working  for his 
Master's at MSU, he 
was a 
graduate assistant
 coach 
with the basketball team.
 
In 1970, he 
came
 back 
to California
 to coach at 
Consumnes River College 
and in 1972,
 Edwards 
tabbed him as his assistant 
at 
Cal.  
praise for the new coach. 
Berry 
stayed  at Cal 
until 1977 when Heathcote 
hired him and the 
rest is 
history
 as the 
Spartans 
made it to the
 regionals 
last year 
and took the 
whole ball 
of wax this year. 
Berry, who 
is
 married 
'with two kids, has no 
reservations
 about leaving 
MSU. 
"The
 family is 
ex-
cited. I'm 
excited.  It's a 
chance
 for me to coach
 on 
the 
Division
 I level and I'm 
looking forward
 to the 
challenge."  
1
 
Scout'. 
. . Anything
 less is Just
 a 
car. 
Rh 
INTERNATIONAL
 
TRUCKS 
Ell- 1505 North
 4th St., San Jose 
 
293-6802
 
MAIL  
CLERK
 
We 
have  
an 
immediate
 
opening
 
for  a 
mail 
clerk 
in 
our  
downtown
 San 
Jose 
Office.  
Hours 
are: 
7-11
 a.m.
 & 3-6
 p.m.
 
Monday thru 
Friday  
Some
 
heavy  
lifting  
required.
 
Prefer
 
previous
 
mail  
'room
 
experience,
 
but  
will  
train.
 
For  
further
 
information
 
please
 
contact
 our
 
personnel
 
department
 
at 
298,6000
 
or 
come
 
in
 for 
an 
interview
 
at
 
AMERICAN  
SAVINGS  
291  5 
Stevens
 
Creek  
Blvd.
 
San 
Jose, 
Calif.
 
95128  
An Equal 
Opportunity
 
Employer  
TAKING
 
THE 
LSAT?
 
Join 
thousands of 
law school 
applicants 
nationwide
 in 
Amity's  
LSAT 
Review 
Seminars
 
NOW
 IN 
SAN 
JOSE 
CALL
 TOLL
-FREE FOR 
DETAILS
 AND LOCAL
 
SCHEDULE
 
INFORMATION
 
800-243-4767
 Ext.
 761 
 
I r 
 .r--..r 
SCOUt
 
4x4's do it 
better!
 
Test 
dove
 
Scout
 today 
]FAST  
EMERGENCY
 
SERVICE
 
'TIL 5 
P.M.  - 
7 DAYS
 1!, 
.1; 
rn 
??, 
co) 
ret 
SUIT
 OR DRESS 
ONE  HOUR - 
OR LESS 
ALTERATIONS  1 DAY
 - OR LESS 
DRAPES 
CLEAN 1 DAY - 
OR LESS 
FREE PARK IN FRONT 
279-9465
 
KELLY & 
LOUISE  CLEANERS 
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNT!
 
11 YEARS
 5551.SANTA 
CLARA  ST (at 12th SI 
) SAN JOSE 
FAST ZIPPERS 
FAST 
ZIPPERS
 
FAST ZIPPERS
 
C, 
FAST  
ZIPPERS
 
SPARKLER
 
COUPON
 
15%
 
OFF  
If you're buying a diamond engagement ring for 
someone you love, you can't afford not to visit 
Proctor's
 Jewelers. Each diamond is certified 
for
 its 
quality and value.
 Briog this coupon and save 15% on 
selected 
rings. 
Reduced 
prices  begin at $250.00
 
itij-
216216
 EL 
PASEO  DE 
SARATOGA,  SAN  
JOSE
 
307 
TOWN
 AND 
COUNTRY  VILLAGE
 
SAN  JOSE 
IS
 
TOWN
 AND 
COUNTRY  VILLAGE
 SUNNYVALE
 
 
PR( 
DI 
announcements 
PRO 
DJ 15.150 
student)
 with 
own  
equipment
 and records
 *di
 spin 
Ihe
 disks 
at
 
your  Small 
party  
55 hr 214 
3719
 
MEN. 
WOMEN.
 
JOBS
 
CRUISE  
FREIGHTERS
 
No 
experience
 High Pay, See 
Europe. 
Maytag.
 Australia So 
America Career Summer. Send 
5305 
for  into to SE AWORLD. 
Bo 61035.
 Saito C A 95860
 
SIERRA Club
 meeting Tues 7 30 
pm 
Guadalupe  
ant
 
student 
union  Outdoor 
and
 onser va lion 
activities 
CIRCLE 
OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
 
Classes 
in Psyc Oa Develop
 
merit.
 Meditation, 
Aquarian 
Gospel.
 Prosperity
 
298  4509 
COLOR 
IS
 THE FASHION FOR 
SPRING.  Ler me 
HO 
criptron. These are 
YOUR
 
unique laShiOn
 building blocks
 
that
 wau can
 use and 
adapt
 fOr 
the rmt of 
Your
 
lite I give you 
about 70 colors out of a set of SOO 
together with 
your
 personal 
Style 
description  in a portfolio.
 
By appt only.
 References. 
Sliding 
Scale
 
01 lees. Inquire 
details colors. Carol Lynne 
Bowman, M.A..
 117 2504, 5:30 
7 00 p.m most eves. 'tarn
 
11:en 
Saturdays.  Also, Dress for 
Success for the
 Business 
minded. You never have to 
make a clothes mistake again 
DISCO 
EXPERIENCE.  Mobile 
Disco 
and Light 
Shows  with 
Peter
 
R. 
Tremendous  sound 
systems and 
lighting 
effects  
available  for all occasions. 
Call  
140111 
267  3156. 
GAY men and women SJSU Gay 
Student Union 
meets  Thurs. at! 
pm. in the Guadalupe Room 17. 
the 
SJSU
 
Student  Union. We 
provide 
an
 informal 
social  
setting which is cOndusive to 
meeting  
People
 
and learning 
about
 the gay community. 
Beall  
you can be 
attend. For 
more 
information call 798 GAYS. Our 
schedule
 lor April and May 
is. 
April 5th Wine and Cheese 
night, April 17th Easter break 
no Meeting: 
April 19th 
Movie 
night; April 26th
 
Creativity 
night; May 3 
Miniature 
Golfing;
 May 10th Dance. 
May 17th Variety Show. 
NEEDED SJSU Gred.
 Student for 
AS Council. 
Most
 be tenacious! 
. . 
HEALTH Food Sandwiches. 
Vegetable
 Burger. Creps. 
. Drinks. Margarets, 126 E. San 
Salvador, 
103
 
. . 
EARN College credit 
for breaking 
glass, sign up now for 
next 
semessfer. Spartan Gardens
 
Recycling  Center.
 I.
 2 and 3 
credits  for 3, 6 and 11 hours 
weekly.  For more into, call Tom 
at 793 5603
 Recycling,  the better 
way. 
BE A GOURMET 
Cook with 
Easy
 
and 
Elegant,
 the 
5./50 
Associates  cookbook. Contains 
tried and tested recipes of 
faculty wives. Only 55 00 at the 
Spartan Bookstore. Makes 
a 
great
 
gift for birthdays
 or 
Mother's Day. 
BASEBALL
 CARDS 
WANTED
 
OUICk  
Cash.  Dr. Lapin. Bus 
Tower 763, or 
calla])
 0191. 
WANTED  TO BUY Baseball cards. 
all years 
and types, 
especially  
Bowman.
 Goody, Post. Lea. 
Top 
Prices paid. Call 
Peter  Field, 
629 6939. 
TRADE  
Paint 
your  house. 
inside/outside 
(your paint) in 
exchange  
for
 
400  
Kl  ft 
Of 
storage. 3 years. 
14 and R 
Painting, 737$. Third, 
Not,
 S.J. 
THE  SKI CLUB 
is having 
elections  
on Thursday. May 
310 the
 
Eng. 
Bldg.
 
132  at 
7:30
 0.m. COMO 
show 
who you want and where 
. you want loon next 
year.  Ab 
sentee
 ballots available 
in front 
ol Student Union 
Water  skiing 
on Sun.. May 
6.
 
Details  at 
meeting. Mexico 
is coming! No, 
not for skiing
 but for sunbathing. 
swimming,
 drinking, 
etc. Air 
fare. 7 
nights  lodging and 6 days 
for only 
5190.  June 2 9. 
Call Joe 
If
 2611 
1579  for 
more
 information.
 
EARN 
College 
Credit
 for breaking
 
glass, sign 
up now for 
next 
semester Spartan 
Gardens
 
Recycling
 Center I. 1, and 3 
credits for 3. 
6 and 6 hours 
weekly
 For more 
into
 
call Torn 
at 793
 54.03.Recycling,
 the better
 
way 
LAUGH
 Can 
you 
make 
people
 
do 
it? It you think
 you can,
 we 
need 
YOU
 
Creative
 
Realities
 
is taping 
a 
television  
pilot
 
featuring
 
nightclub comedy
 
We 
need 
writes
 Send us 
a 
sample  
of
 
your 
stuff  Who 
knows?  
Comedy
 may 
be that
 career 
you're
 
looking
 
Ion
 
We
 also 
ned 
television
 
production  
people
 
Send  
resumes
 and 
stuff to 
Creative
 
Realities 
Productions,
 
13610 
Manteca
 Way.
 Saratoga.
 CA 
95070 
:ANT to 
smoke a 
pipeful?  
Coty,e  
Min 
us in the 
tun at the
 S U 
Amphitheater May 
15 
from 
13
 
pm 
Prizes  
and  
tree 
pipes 
Sponsored 
by 
PRSSA  
AN 
AUCTION
 of 25 
to 30 bicycles
 
Will be 
held
 on 
May 
11th
 
beginning  al 12 30 
pm
 in the 
S U 
Amphitheater.  SJSU 
Sale 
will be made 
to the highet binder 
on an 
item
 by ;tern basis 
Bate,  
may be 
inspected from 9 17 p 
m 
on May
 
11th at the auction site 
All bikers
 Must be licensed
 
UPon 
Purchase
 by Universty
 
Police  at 
a cost of 53 
Auction procedure
 
Information sheet may be 
picked 
up
 in the 
Purchasing 
Department,
 Roam 110, Ad 
ministration Bldg . 7th and San 
Fernando Sts 
FREE. 
FREE. FREE.
 FREE. 
Beautiful  
kittens. born
 4 
9 N. 
free to a 
good
 home Call 796 
9544 
WOPAY
 N We need you
 to share 
your
 
wonlyn's entire,
 at OW Pagan
 
and Goddess study group as we 
explore our 
relationships to 
nature, the moon.  Amazons and 
witchcraft Call 
Sarah at
 175 
0110 
automotive
 
'74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback 
AM FM 
stereo cassette, new 
steel belled 
radial  tires,  6 c yl .3 
sPd., 
20 m192 
S7.695 Call 236 
6276 
'611 OLDS Convertible Delmont IS 
Runs well, 
needs body work 
8650 Call Dave at 737 9794 
GOOD '67 VW Bug selling tor 
parts 
or
 
1400  30.000 on rebuilt engine  
Call 792 
3698 
'72 
PLYMOUTH
 
Satellite  
Sebring  
Excellent  condition.  
100.000 
miles,
 S1,100. Call John. 2796279 
days.  
'71 CHEVROLET Nova 
hatchback
 
coupe. New 6 cyl. 
engine.  2 
speed.
 AM/FM 
stereo
 cassette. 
02.750 Call 
2386.276
 
'77 2107.Good condition, many 
extras. 03.500 
Call 779 5741 
for 
sale  
DEAR 
STUDENT.  FACULTY
 AND 
STAFF Your insurance 
needs
 
AUTO,
 HOME. FIRE 
HEALTH If you 
are  not already 
with 
State Farm. call for an 
appointment at my office or 
home and
 
we'll  set up a 
time 
convenient
 for you on campus,  
at your 
home, or at my office 
Let's get 
together
 and 
give  you 
better  coverage for less money 
CALL 
MORT STAR, 253 3277 
or 
446 
3649 
STEREO  tor sale also 
records
 and 
tapes 
nd.  to sell .last. Best 
offer.
 Pls call 298 7731 (ask 10r 
Mary
 
Iit interested 
HANDSOME 
SCULPTURE
 pedestal 
in birch. 
rend'.
 
SuPPOrtS
 
large.
 heavy scupltures.
 Fine 
detailing. 
5270. Other sizes 
available.
 Santa Clara 
Artists  
Foundry. 
249  5947 2892 B. 
Scott
 
Blvd., Santa Clara. 
DIRT  BIKE, '71 
Yamaha
 DTI 750, 
set up
 
for off road endurg. 
Like 
new. Pacif ico Tank. 
PH 769 
0590.  
'91 VW 
BUS. Good 
cond. rebuilt 
engine
 and
 trans. 
Camper.
 Call 
1115)  367 
9669 after 
6 
P.... 
wknds. 
PEN TAX 
SpOtmatic II cameras 
and  
lenses.  All exc. cond. Call 
Steve 
819706526.  
. . . . . . 
. _ 
BASSOON,
 $025. Call
 Tad at 794 
8952. 
ENGLISH  Viscount touring
 bike. 10 
spd.. 
hardly  ride, New 0275, 
sale 5160 
Cash, Call 746 1149 
between 6 and II a.rn
 
and after 
10 p.m. 
RECAPS 59.99. While
 well
 113 
series 
Life time 
guarantee.  83 series, 
large. 812.99. Radial. 70 series, 
recaps and mud and snow. 
S16.99. Exc. Lied
 tireS86.CO. THE 
TIRE MARKET (Disount Tire 
Warehouse)  Dell and Sunnyoaks 
Ave., Campbell. 
Call
 322 0690. 
LOOK Kodak
 chemicals and 
supplies at wholesale 
prices!
 
IQ) MO ea Ekfacolor
 74 RC 
S30.16. Poly RC 
$22 43; 
Poly SW 
117.92. Tel X, Plus X. Pan X. 
30's 51.70. 20's
 
0111, 100 11, 
5I1.01; VPS 36's 52.73.30'S 
51
 
9$,
 
120 pro  
ph.
 U.10: 
Gal. fixer 
51.48: HCA SI SI, 
Dektol  $1.64. 
Microdot 
52.52,  DS16 SI.60: PK 
36's $1.17. 
NEW wedding rings normally SW. 
will sell for 1400 
call
 2625420
 any 
day after
 6prn 
'73 MAZDA 
OX
 1 Great cond., 
100  
on rebuilt
 cog
 51,000 
or
 
offer  
Call 985
 7300 
days,
 243 0185 eves. 
STEREO 
amplifier.  
TS 
walls/channel.
 4100. Cassette 
recorder.  
530. 
Cassette
 
deck 
for 
car. 530.
 All in me cond. 
Will 
consider offers. 
Call  Bill, 794 
9643 before
 9 a m.. 379542$ al 
term:Kin
 and eves. 
'76 KAWASAKI 
07
 400 Exc. cond 
low miles.
 extras
 SIM Call 
766 
0460w 266 1272. leave 
message 
help 
wanted
 
PART TIME, 
Full time 10 Key 
operators
 
for tax season, In 
tervrewing now Tax Corporation
 
of
 America 1060 Minnisola 294 
3613 794 
3134 
ADDRESSERS
 
Wanted
 
Immediately.
 Work at 
Wane  
no 
experience necessary 
excellent  pay Write 
American 
Service, 8350 Park Lane,
 Suite 
127,
 Dallas. 
TO 75231 
NURSING 
Flexible mours/Good 
Pay 
Aides/Ord
 .
 
$5
 
00/nr
 
LYN'S, 06 
50/hr , RN's, 
58/hr  
Some 
Eper  lence Required 
Call 791 
1749  for 
Appt
 
JOBS
 IN ALASKA Summer 
lobs 
High 
pay rng 5800 S2.000 
per mu Nat'l 
Parks.
 F ;sherd's. 
Logging  
and 
more How and 
where to gel lObs 
Send 57 to 
Alas", 
P0
 Elm 
7480
 
Goleta
 
CA 
93011 
BE A YOGI 
BEAR. 
AMUSEMENT
 PARK FUN. 
Ride 
operators,
 costume 
characters.
 food services. 
merchandise Sales,
 main 
lenance 
Immediate
 part time 
//Denims,
 
lull tone 
summer
 
Apply
 
NOW  
in 
person
 
FRONTIER VILLAGE 
AMUSEMENTV do 
53
 50/PER HOUR Misc 
easy 
work near SJSU lyOu
 
can  study 
while 
you 
WOrk I 
Hours 
to fit 
vow'
 
schedule Also typing 
and 
ice work part
 lime near cam 
pus.
 same pay
 Call 
Don.  990 
0149.5  to 6 p m 
Only.  
LIVE
 IN 
BABYSITTER  
Light  
housekeeping RVOOM, 
BOARD  
AND SMALL
 WEEKLY
 
SALARY Call 7676020 
MISCELLANEOUS
 easy 
work
 near 
SJSU 
Iyou 
Can 
Study while you 
work),
 
$3 50 per 
hours 
/Ours to 
ft
 NSW
 
Schedule Also 
typing 
and 
office
 work
 
Part
 
time near 
campus
 Same pay 
Call  Don, 
998 0149.
 51060 
In
 only 
WAREHOUSEMAN  
Driver
 S4.130 
per 
hr.  work Ipm 
tO 5Pm. three
 
to five days/wk
 
told 
your
 
school  
schedule Good 
driving
 record 
required. Phone Mrs. 
Ernrn.  298 
1900 Year round opportunity
 
NEED a Female
 English Tutor for a 
female student Near 
Almaden
 
and 
Emporium  store Call 279 
7024. ask
 for Abdul 
EASY EXTRA
 INCOME. 
5500/51,001  
stuffing envelopes 
Guaranteed
 Send 
self  
addressed,
 stamped envelope
 
to DEXTER ENTERPRISES, 
3039 Shrine 
P1.
 L 
A .CA90007 
HIGH 
Sierra youth camp needs 
sailing  instructors 
(July  
August) 
Call
 12131 822 0131 
c011ect 
SPRING/Summer  lob 
River  
ratting guides Responsible
 
persons.
 Male or 
femaleS 
No 
experience  necessary. Call 
Gary
 
01
 
294
 
1618 after
 
6 
P.m. 
WANTED: part linse female 
helper. 
S.3.50/hr., 7 
14 hrs/wk. flexible 
Must have car. 
Begin June I. 
Call Fran 
at
 269 1996. 
COMMUNITY
 service program  
needs 
dependable  persons to 
help elderly/disabled Earn
 55 
Lou.
 Flex. hrs. FT/PT. Call 964 
4181
 
PART 
TIME full time direct sales 
people for 
Therapeutic 
Pillow  
Will Train. 
Call 7795503. 
ATTENTION students 
needing 
extra cash. 
Unique  way for you 
to 
earn money at home
 for 
summer,
 school, vacation, etc 
Please 
send
 25 cents and a 
stamped,
 self addressed en 
velope immediately to Carr ie 
M.
 
Dupree.
 P.O. Box 241, 
Auburn, 
Wash. 98002. 
53.50/54.00/hr
 Part time 
help 
Wanted 10 clean apts.
 for prof 
cleaning 
service.  Call 247 8732. 
NEED 3 young
 women to serve
 in a 
sales 
role
 with her peers. 
Products  are 
related  to the 
natural
 
cosmetics/health
 ir 
dustry.  Plenty of 
rewards
 for the 
vivacious 
types. Call 
7331915 
eves.
 
JOB 
Opportunities.
 Janitor. office 
cleaning,  part 
time.  Mon. thru 
Thurs. 
eves.,
 and Sun 
mar 
nines. Call 148 2252. 
TEACH 
OVERSEAS!  All 
fields,
 all 
levels
 For details.
 send sell 
addressed.
 
stamped,  
long en 
vetoer 
to. Teaching, Box 
1049, 
San 
Diego. 
CA
 
95112  
COMPANIONS  
SLEEP IN 
OR OUT 
Assist the
 elderly in their 
own 
homes. Choose 
your own hours. 
No fees. 
Call  us now! 
Quality
 
Care 
746  7047 
PROCESS
 
SERVER.
 
Highest
 
Payiing
 in Santa Clara Co You 
must 
be
 a citizen, over
 IL and 
have reliable 
transportation
 
Work is not 
dangerous.  but 
not  
for the 
faint hearted 
Apply  at 
710 S. 
First  St., Ila m 
to noon. 
or 
call  297 
1664
 tor
 appointment
 
PART TIME
 STUDENT 
COMPUTER  
PROGRAM  
MERS The 
Office of In 
formation
 
Systems
 and Corn 
puler Services at SJSU is 
seeking 
currently
 
enrolled
 SJSU 
students
 for computer 
programming assignments for 
the University 
The 
qualified
 
candidates must be proficient
 
and have
 demonstrated
 
ability  
on either
 COBOL or FORTRAN, 
or both Experience in Me local 
batch lie. the 
CDC 31501  is 
desirable Motivation.  
quality  
products with 
Minimal
 
SuPer 
vision and 
timely
 completion
 
of 
the 
aSSignedprOjects  
in a 
professional manner.
 
complete
 
the 
lob 
requirement
 We offer 
excellent hourly salary, 
challenging
 
projects ideal for 
career enhancement and the 
opportunity
 to 
work  with 
competent  computer 
professionals.  Except toe
 the 
required interlace With your 
supervisor, you are not required 
to come 
to the (Mice For further 
Information, call 
Dean
 Hall at 
7773280.
 Or 
send
 your 
al" 
pisCation as 
soon
 as possible to 
Engineering 144. the Office of 
information
 Systems and 
Computer
 Services, San Jose 
University,
 San Jose,
 
CA95192
 
FORTRAN I need help with Cyb 
programming
 Experlose 
please 
Pay  negotiable 
Call
 eve 
721  3368 
classifieds
 
A SimPLL LITTLE
 
BUSINESS
 
Operate wholesale distribution 
co from own home 
or
 area of 
fire
 
S unique 
diversified
 lines 
immediate rash
 flow 
2900020
 
ADVERTISING
 
Part  
time
 
Excellent  
pal, 
roper  for 
ad 
maws  Local 
media  Call 
collect 14151 635 97111 
SUMMER
 INTERNSHIP  
PROGRAM Learn 
busineSs  
techniques 
It yOU qualify.
 
we'll  
train
 you for a 
rewarding
 
summer in sales 
Call  Kevin
 E 
Sullivan 
al 14081  
246 
1991 
for an 
appointment
 
New 
England
 
Ltle,  Of 
Course.  Equal
 
OP 
POrtunity
 
Employer  
M/F 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT  
for the AS Leisure Services 
57 
95/hr  . 
flexibly
 
Schedule 
Hiring now and
 for
 next 
fall 
Contact John 
Cognetta.
 277 2971 
MOVIE "Huge Wednesday" 365 
beautiful 
surf girls wanted.
 III
 
competition  and waves 
Contact
 
Rich Krayrock Productions 
RECEPTIONIST 
Pt time M/W/F 
mornings. Near San Jose Air 
port. Cali Linda 
at
 279 
2800 
ON CAMPUS JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES  FOR FALL 
SEMESTER Applications  are 
ISOW being taken. Fifteen to 20 
hours per week. 
Hourly  wage 
tom $2 95 to $4!? Posbon 
Opening
 for SCALE
 SIMI
 
coordintors. 
responsible  for 
recruiting. 
interviwing,  
screening,  
and 
placing
 
interns
 
Coordinators  are needed in the 
following eras ARTS AD 
MINISTRATION, COUN 
SELING, EDUCATION. 
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS 
Bourn and 
Care). 
RECREATION:
 MULTI CUL 
TURAL 
EXPERIENCES;  and 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
(this 
person only 
handles
 Public
 
relations for SCALE). 
If
 you are 
in need
 of a flexible
 i0b that
 fits 
Into your school routine, then we 
have a 
position
 for you. Contact 
SCALE,
 a student 
volunteer
 
clearing  house that provides 
units of 
credit  through SJSU 
academic 
departmens  for 
volunteer/internship placeme 
fits
 in the community. SCALE is 
'located in the 
office  of Student 
Programs and 
Services. Call 
777 2187.. 
WANTED: Someone 
interested in 
pnotography 
and has
 skills
 in 
custom framing. Job would 
include 
both
 areas. Will train if 
interested. Part time. possibly 
full time. 
Call
 Jerry or 
Katie  at 
985 23BI/between 
106
 
WANTED. Someone interested in 
custom  
framing  
With  a 
(Mod
 
art 
background Will train. 
Basic  
knowledge helpful. Part 
11V11e. 
Possible
 
full  time 
Call Jerry or 
Katie 41
 
900
 2380 between 
106
 
WANTED: Intercultural couples, 
Married or 
dating,  to answer a 
questionnaire be 
a cam 
munications class promcf. Call 
Peggy
 
(415)  964 140. 
PROPERTY 
Manager  Trainee 
wanted by Peninsula based 
Real 
Estate Management lirm 
Learn
 the financial 
and  physical
 
operations of Apartment 
Management. 5800 5850 per 
month to start. Excellent growth 
potential.
 Degree 
reported,
 Send 
resume TAUBE ASSOCIATES, 
INC. 1050 Ralston
 Ave 
Belmont
 
94002.
 
COOK/NIGHT
 
manager
 and 
Other 
rest. 
help 279 1616 Perona's Dry 
Dock. 
housing 
MOTHER 
OLSON'S 
Two 
Houses across
 St. from 
Campus. 
kitchen, 
lacilities,  linen
 
and maid/ser 
v., T 
Id.
 parking 
everything furrushed, 130 per 
wk. share, 
550  wk. single, 127 N. 
8th 
N. 779 1504. 
SAN JOSE 
RESIDENCE CLUB 
Great guys and 
gals,  
kitchen 
facilities,
 game 
room,  
color  TV 
linen 
and maid serv,
 
fireplace,
 
courtyard.
 
parking,  137 
per  wk 
Share, SOS 
single. 202 S. 
11th St 
cIllirst 397
 7714_ 
HOUSE 
FURNISHED.  Avail. 
June 
I. Close to 
cmpus.
 Security, 
private yard w/I5110.
   
cable TV,
 
W/13.  Prefer a couple
 
to 
houses.?  
My 
home  on 
a per 
Marian, basis,
 and make my 
payment 
of
 13275/rt10 pluS your  
utilities.  Please 
send short 
application/resume  
to -owner.'  
0/0 
George
 
Stump.  1058 N. 4th 
St.,  No. I. San Jose,
 CA 90112. 
FEMALE
 
roommate
 
to share  
roam at 
Valley  West Apts. 1105 
a 
mooth. 
Reliable person.
 Tennis 
Crts., 
pool
 Call 292
 9171 
I 
BORAS  apt on 5 8th 
St Creao 
1165 rent 5100 deposit 
Call
 
Ciao
 
at 122 0940 
ex
 I Ill or 2/4 
/337  
FEMALE roommate needed to 
share 
rynt ro rargr 
3 [Hum 
noose Own room F irepiace 
Wort 
trees.
 oreenhoukt 
chockens 
Clean,  walk to school 
5100
 
Call Danny at 7,2 9944 
ROOMMATE 
needed Quiet 
7 bdrm 
in Los Gatos, 5137 SO plus 1/2 
Oodles Non smoker Call Jell.
 
ill 8401 or ?NI 
193/ 
I BDRM turn apt Clean. 
quiet. 2 
blocks
 bum 
SJSU 5200 
plus 
deposit, all um 00 
Non  smoker 
Call
 288 8356 
BDRM . 7 be , mature adults 
Owe? clean env 467 
5 8th St 
SHARE 
Victorian  with other s 
Parkrng,
 wash,.
 
lireplace.
 3 
bathrooms Lots of storage 
space, female only Available 
June
 I 
Rent s125, mo 51
 
2$ 
dye
 
404S 
11th
 
St , call 789 1291 
EXTRA large 13 or 7 students) 
Adults only Modern 2 
berm,
 2 
ba , nicely 
born. S300/mo 550 S. 
11th St. Call 733 6413 
61/F to share duplex
 w with 2 bids. 
Sep 
entrwe  and gu rrrrrr 
Share
 kitchen 
and LIM. $700/mo. 
Carl 961 3130 
ATO is now renting  large 
air 
cond droned rooms
 for the 
summer.
 
Slop  
by
 234
 S.. 
11th
 St. 
or call 998 9707 or 289 8252 
APARTMENTS:  2 and 7 bdrm. For 
appt. to see, call 281 1590, 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 11th St close to 
cam 
pus. 
SUMMER roommate wanted Ill. 
Large
 clean turn. 7 balm. 
apt. 
Walking distance to SJSU. 
Most
 
be 
meet,  non-smoker, 5170/mo. 
Call
 Tammy,  7861561, 
SUMMER 
ROOM:  Furn, in leg. 1 
berm. apt. King waterbed, TV. 
W/0. pool, muck more. Con 
soder smoker
 O.K. 
5117.50  
plus  
uhl. Call Mike at 2981516.
 
SEMI ROOMMATE. Cheerful. 
rasOnsible woman. 28, seeks 
room 3$ 
weeknights/wk. Non-
smoker, quiet. 545/10. Call 
 re. 
140111
 772 7710.
 
lost 
and found
 
LOST. SrIver bracelet with oval 
Ivory 
stone.
 
Approx
 
3/2 
Please 
.. sentimental Pahl, 990 4490 
LOST: GENEROUS REWARD FOR 
PAPERS IN 
TAN ZIPPER 
FOLDER. NO QUESTIONS. 
CALL 711 7890 or 
7865n71
 
LOST: Prescription glasses 
Wed,
 
4/4 on grass by D.M.H. If found 
call 736 1425, REWARD 
LOST' 
Shep/HuSkY,
 
mate,  
black/white, red collar w/S.0 
Co. tags. Campus area.
 4/19 
Name,
 Sad Reward. 
Call  He 
4168, 
LOST: Prescription sunglasses 4/76 
on the campus. REWARD call 
633 21/5 collect or write. Rita 
Strong, 10799
 
McDougall  
St., 
Castroville, CA 95017, 
JOCEL YN Happy 19M birthday to 
my best friend
 You're always 
there  in a time 
of
 need (hope 1 
am tool Loot. ing forward to   
keerng 
John  and Erick 
ro L  
LOVE Renee 
TO 
Hoover Hall's 
Honey  Bunnres 
Becky. Leslie. and Lisa,
 
HpPv
 
Birthday  201 
KIM 
LOPES  I'm 
DROIOFFULLY  
SORRY that  I 
missed your -B" 
Day. C U
 
IfFy
 8202
 
ELECTRONICS Engineer needs 
good looking le ma le 
close 
friend  Romani.< and un 
der standing Irkes indoor 
games. 
wsaing  places and 
more Please 
virile  1578 Agate 
Or No 
I.
 Santa 
Clai a. CA 95051, 
or call 244 2435 
SIZZLE Lips Thank 
you foe being 
YOu
 
I 
iove 
you... Sweet
 Knees 
MIKE
 LOPES 
LET'S GO WiNDJAMMiNG 
CALL  LUCKY 
WOULD like 10 telephone in 
terview 
persons attending 
any 
schools in 
Micronesia Please 
call Chris al 7193310
 after 5 30 
P 
I'M 
PRESENTLY
 in Folsom 
prison
 
and 
was Wondering
 if I 
could  
attain
 some correspondence
 
I'm warm 
and real and I am 
seeking a sincere,
 warm and 
MON of 
all understanding 
woman My name 
is Charles 
Byrd P 
0 Bo.
 B 
25649.  
Represa,
 CA 95671 
FEMALE
 
bassist 
Wanted I or 
recording. Call Chris a1998
 0933 
LOVE IS WHAT YOU
 NEED. New 
dating
 system Free into 
WRITE DAWN, P0 
Box 6571, 
5  CA95150. 
SIGMA NU You're No I! In Greek 
Week 
you provide it But 
to us 
you'll always be NO I Love.
 
Sisters of 
Sigma
 
NO,  
HAPPY birthday
 Leslie F Signed 
the FOic.
 
"DUGGAN," thank you for findIng 
If
 
in your heart to 
forgive 
me 
You're too 
nice
 a friend 
"Female  
umbel"
 
LET'S
 GET TOGETHER
 
Engineer seeks tall 
and of 
Innovate
 female 
for 
close
 
cOMpaniOn. 1 am tall, dark, 
warm, 
easy 
wing  and 
open. 
Emoy 
travelling, movies, 
music, dancing,  
in doors, 
out 
doors, sharing and more P.O
 
$00
 
1036,
 Santa Clara CA 95010, 
HEY 
DAVE  T!! Good 
luck  during 
"help"
 week 
Love,  Diane. 
GRACE  D. 
This  is cloud
 nine 
speaking.
 
I think 
you are 
fan 
tastic 
and I love you 
very multi 
BLACK man,  handsome,
 tall, 
professional,
 
age 37 (looks 
younger). wishes to 
meet young 
attractive 
white  woman for 
dales, possible 
relationship 
Prefer  
non smoker My
 
in 
?crests are biking, 
sk 
IMO,
 
travelIng,
 dining out, 
danCing,
 
logging,  tan. movies,  beach 
walks 
Please  reSpOnd in detarl 
about yourself to 
occupant,  
P.O
 
Box 517$. 
San Jose. CA 
95150  
  GIGGLES 
Happy
 
birthday  to my 
- best
 friend,
 lover,  
counselor
 and 
buddy 
With love
 from E 
personals
 
  LOOKING tor female 
to live with a 
nice,
 
handicapped  
man. 
He
 likes
 
music and writing. 
Lrves  
near  
campus.  398 7308. 
BIRTHDAY  
Nappies to EMS 
Ii
 personals 
LOOKING
 for 
Primate
 to live with a 
now, handicapped
 man He likes 
music and writing 
Lives 
near 
campus /90 2309 
BIRTHDAY  
Happres 
to 
EMS from 
your friendly R OR 
pal Ar Ar 
KIM 
Birthday  kisses to 
my
 honey 
Sons ''SMACK
 Love. 
MOUSPf 
HE'S hit the big 
'motif Hare a 
great  20th 
birthday  Dan. 
Yoe ' 
Young
 
buddv.
 
HAPPY Birthday 
Dear  Alaba Love 
Wale,  
TRISH A.L 
Happy
 
22n0
 
Honey
 
Here's to 
long talks, lots 01 love, 
and the 
most Terrillc
 
Per son I 
linow. Love Roolsy 
BUCKWHEAT, you cool 
begin to 
imagrne 
now  much
 
I care for 
you Love 
always.  "PIGGO 
ARE you groduairngl  what a better 
time to have a beautiful color 
por1,111
 
created
 by John.
 Cali 
John at 
269 1977 
1001=11MM 
RATES
--
One two Three Pow
 (we 
day days days 
days  days 
Itnes 3190 200 225 
240
 250 
4 
',nes  200 250 
279
 
290
 300 
5 ',nes 150 300 325 
340
 350 
6 'ones
 300 350 
375
 
3.00
 400 
fern 
erlOottorkel  hne 
add 
50 
50 
50
 50 
50
 
Check  
Classincloon
 
Announcements
 
Automotive  
For Sole 
114,n,mum
 Three
 Lines 
One  
Oar  
Semester tele OM asues, 125 00 
Help 
Wanted  
Lost and 
Found, 
Personale 
Services  
travel 
Stereo 
Each 
addr 
gonta  
der 
33: 
HAS  school and/or work 
kept you 
from 
finding
 
extra time to 
ciet 
out and meet that someone for a 
sincere relationship?
 This is my 
dilemma!
 Dislike the 
bar/disco  
scene. Would 
like
 to 
meet
 youno 
lady to complement
 my life 
SJSU male. 5'4". 115 lbs.  Ben
 
hair/eyeS,
 
nonsmoker. ave 
appearance.
 
Enjoy books, music 
icountrytn 
rock).  films. In 
forests: 
backpacking.
 X C 
Skiing 
mts . beach, 
scuba. 
aviation
 Don't Care for
 social 
lads,  disco or TV Inc lunoci 
toward 
redheads,  but not 
essential.
 If you Share Sernilar 
interests, please 
write Box 7415, 
51 95109. Photo
 appreciated 
HAS school and/or work kept you 
from finding extra time 10 got 
out and Meet that someone for a 
Sincere relationship?  
This  is my 
dilemma! Dislike the Bar DiSco 
Scene Would like to meet younu 
lady 
to
 
complement  My life 
SJSU male. 54". 125 lbs Ore
 
hair,
 eyes Nonsmoker,
 avg 
appearance Enloy books, 
TUSK. IcOuntry. mockl, films 
interests
 backpacking. X C 
Skiing MIS.
 beach, scuba. 
aviation Don't Care 
for social 
lads, 
disco, or 
TV
 inclined
 
Inward
 redheacIS but not 
essential If you share similar 
interests.  Please write 150x 
7415,  
San Jose, CA 95109
 
Photo
 AP 
prec 
rated  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
HOURS  
9:30am 
-  Noon 
!Count
 
worwrrnataiy
 30 looters and spates 
for 
each
 irnei 
I:30pm  4pm
 
TYPING
 
ACCURACY.
 
NEATNESS. 
and DEADLINES 
GUARANTEED Eperienced 
in 
Masters. 
Reports,  
Disser
 
lateens 
Approved by San Jose 
Slate 
University Graduate
 
Department IBM
 $el  il 
South 
San Jose/Blossom
 Valley 
Area
 
J anet,
 227 9525 
LOOK ING
 for 
a 
Wedding  
PhotOgrapher9
 images by 
John 
are 
expressions  of love
 that afr 
sof I. 
elegant
 
and 
understood  
by 
everyone! 
For  the lines, wed 
ding 
photography. 
cab
 John at 
269 
7937  
TYPO GRAPHICS. 
INC 
 
Writing  and 
editing  resumes 
 Medic al/Legal
 lyptng and 
trans
 
 Publec ations/Broc
 Noes 
 T corn papers 
. 
10
 
percent  discount to Students 
0th
 
student  
10 
yards For 
appOinlMent, 
call 797 995a 
PROF Exp. typist Fast, accurate, 
reasonable 
IBM Select...
 i 
252 0058 
LEMKE'S Typing 
Service
 Student 
Rates  792 4720 
TYPING
 TheSis, 
term  
papers.  etc 
Experienced
 and last Phis& 
3690474 
LICENSED CHILD 
CARE! Near 
school, 
loving care,
 hot
 meals
 
and  extras. Please naIl 797 151$ 
EXPERT  typing and proofreading 
of term papers 
etc Fast servde 
SI/P11 
Sheila,
 279 9179 
ARE you an 
'A"  student?
 Speed 
read, memorize, organize  notes.
 
Pass  any 
exam.  
Everything  a  
student must know on top grade
 
cassette
 
5915.  
PD Bee 3366, Walnut 
Creek, CA 
94958
 
ELECTROLYSIS
 Clinic Unwanted 
hair removed forever CON 
FIDENTIAL 
7117106 
NORTH VALLEY 
SECRETARIAL  
SERVICES.  
Typing:
 SI/double 
spaced page 
12/single  spaced 
Page.
 
Resumes  S3 page 
int
 
editing. 
Tapes. 510
 per 60 
min 
trans. plus SI/dbl space 
page 
Kitty CARTER, 263 
4525 
Al!
 
work
 proofread Ism 
Sel 
It 
TYPING  give you a 
headache'?  
Call
 
Sandi 
Neat and professional,
 
reasonable rates 
Resumes, etc 
765
 
2747  
STUDENT
 DENTAL 
PLAN
 
ENROLL NOW!!! For 
Info., go 
to A.S. 
Office or call 371 6611.
 
S33.50 per year
 covers exams. X 
rays. 
cleanings
 
at 
no
 
charge
 
[twice a year). 
plus low cost 
on
 
other dental 
needs.  Orthodontics 
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However,  
when  
Burns  
discorered
 that 
the 
monograph was nothing 
more than filler
 for a rough 
draft of the 
publication's
 
format, he sought out the 
author, 
who was deeply 
hurt
 by. Burn's 
memo, 
according to Noah, 
and 
personally
 apologized. "He 
never intends 
to hurt 
people's
 feelings
 and is 
quick
 to apologize
 when he 
does," Noah said. 
Burn's 
budget control,
 
quick
 temper I sometimes 
seen as vindictive
 
I, 
and 
caustic memos prevent 
some people from publicly 
disagreeing  with him. But 
long-time acquaintances 
are not 
intimidated.  
"He definitely 
gets
 into 
trouble
 with people" 
with 
his often caustic 
com-
ments,  according
 to 
Newman,
 who considers 
Burns a close 
friend. 
Burns 
himself
 cited 
other 
weaknesses  which a 
review 
found  several years 
ago,
 things he's tried to 
correct 
with varying
 
degrees
 of success. 
"They said at times I 
acted too 
quickly  
without
 
having 
all the 
facts," 
he
 
said. 
"Secondly,  
that I 
was  
sometimes
 ill 
tempered.  I 
think I've 
largely 
corrected  
that 
or at 
least 
haven't  
shown
 it since 
then. But 
it's 
true I 
used 
to 
flip 
sometimes
 when
 I was
 
really
 pissed
 off. 
Third,  not 
being
 able 
to
 
communicate
 
as 
well 
as
 I 
want 
to...paritcularly
 
getting  
around 
campus
 
and  
meeting  
people:
 
finding
 out
 
what 
their 
cares
 and
 
concerns
 
are.
 And 
that 
is
 a 
fault.
 I've 
got to 
do 
better  
on 
that.  
But
 the 
paper 
work 
doesn't
 
leave  a 
lot of 
time 
to 
wander
 
around  
and  be 
with 
faculty  
members."
 
Foote
 
concurs  
that 
Burns 
has 
gotten  
more 
control
 of 
himself
 
recently.
 
His temper "occasionally
 
goes
 off but not 
too much 
lately," 
Foote  said. 
"He 
hasn't stomped 
out of any 
council
 of deans 
meetings  
as has 
happened  in the 
past."
 
Burns will 
sometimes  
give a pointed memo 
to his 
secretary  to let is 
cool off 
overnight
 in her desk, to 
be 
re-examined 
in
 the calmer 
light of the following
 day. 
The 
memo
 is the only 
way 
to reach a 
large 
audience 
on a given 
topic, 
according
 to 
Burns. 
"Whatever 
I write, 
they 
know 
it's me and
 not some 
faceless  
bureaucrat.
 In-
stitutions are 
people."  
Ego still hinders 
Burns' 
effectiveness 
sometimes, 
but  it also 
works for him. 
"Oh,  
he 
may 
be 
in-
clined 
to 
hold
 
them  
i opinions
 ) 
longer 
than 
necessary,"
 
Newman
 
said. 
"You have to work away at 
him." 
"The ego does get in 
the way a little, but he is 
not unwilling to admit a 
mistake,"  Foote said. 
But Burns' leadership 
capability  is one of the 
prime 
reasons  Foote left 
the chancellor's
 office to 
work at SJSU, 
he
 said. 
"He is very loyal
 to the 
campus, and 
intensely 
loyal to 
people
 who work 
for him if he understands
 
them," Foote commented. 
"His ego is not 
necessarily detracting," 
Noah said. "They didn't 
hire him to 
be a milque 
toast." 
Temperamentally. B-
urns  is autocratic, Noah 
said.  "He is very sure of his 
sense of right. He knows 
what the academy is all 
about." 
programs of instruction 
including 
curriculum,
 
instruction, 
research,
 and 
secretarial 
and technical 
support staff for those 
areas, means he delegates 
-quite a bit" of 
respon-
sibility to staff and school 
deans. 
"For many years I was 
less active in curricular 
matters than budget and
 
faculty matters.., because 
in my opinion that's where 
most of the 
problems
 
were," Burns
 said. But 
recent budget 
crunches  
call for a shift in 
that 
-I 
would 
like to 
see a 
stronger  
liberal  
arts
 base,"
 
Burns 
said."I  don't
 want to 
see us 
become 
San Jose 
Technical
 
School.
 If he 
or 
she 
wants  a 
strictly
 
technical
 education 
they 
should  go to 
a busines 
in-
stitute.'
 
Burns 
already
 sees a 
definite 
danger  of 
this
 
happening
 with the 
growing 
enrollment  in the 
schools
 of business and 
engineering 
and the 
corresponding drop of 
students in the 
humanities  
and social 
sciences.
 It will 
Burns said, is to lead the 
faculty and staff in rational 
discussion. 
SJSU 
faculty  suffer 
from an inferiority com-
plex,
 he said. . 
"They compare 
themselves 
with Stanford
 
and 
Berkeley 
because  
we're 
in their shadow."
 But 
the 
comparison  
is false 
because their 
mission is 
different
 from 
SJSU, 
he
 
said. 
"They are research 
universities,"  
Burns  said. 
"We
 are teaching.
 You 
can't 
compare
 one orange
 
with two 
apples." 
Burns  has 
taught 
at 
least 
one class,
 in addition
 
to 
his 
administrative
 
duties,  
every  
semester:  
'I was 
sometimes
 
ill 
tempered 
. 
I've
 
largely
 
corrected
 
that.'
 
emphasis,  he 
added. 
"Now
 I'm 
going to 
get 
more 
and 
more  in 
the 
curriculum.
 I'll 
be
 working
 
more 
closely 
with 
the 
curricula 
deans, 
graduate 
and 
undergraduate
 studies, 
than I 
have  in the 
past, and 
less
 closely 
with Dean 
Sasseen 
on faculty 
matters 
and 
Dean
 Foote 
on
 budget 
matters."  
Burns'
 firm 
beliefs
 in 
the  
importance
 of a 
strong
 
liberal
 
arts
 
program,
 and 
the 
perception
 
by
 what
 one 
applied
 
arts
 and 
sciences
 
professor
 
termed
 
a 
"looking
 
down 
his 
nose"  
at 
the 
pre
-professional
 
sector 
of
 the 
campus,
 has 
caused
 
some
 in 
those  
areas  
to
 call 
Burns
 
"elitist."  
be up 
to
 the 
faculty  to 
decide 
what
 the proper
 
balance
 between 
the two 
will be. "And
 I sure as hell
 
intend to 
persuade  'em," 
Burns said. 
SJSU 
graduates  
should  
be 
able
 to read,
 write 
and 
talk 
clearly 
and 
with  
sophistication,  
he said. 
"In order 
to read and
 
speak 
at that
 level 
they 
have to 
be able 
to
 think, 
because
 if you 
can't  think 
clearly 
what the 
hell
 can 
you say? 
Add to 
that
 a 
broad 
liberal  
education,
 
and then 
some  depth 
of
 
expertise ( i.e.
 professional 
training). then we 
would 
have something." 
As
 chief academic
 
officer, 
one of his
 roles, 
spartaguide
 
Tickets go on sale 
today in front of 
the main 
Goodall 
discusses
 
Journalism office JC 104 1 
for Sigma Delta
 Chi's 
The immensity 
of his 
job,
 which 
includes
 
responsibility  for 
all 
chimpcommunity
 
)Continued 
from Page 
11 
In
 1975 Passion 
was  
observed attacking
 another 
mother, then 
killing
 and 
eating her 
infant.
 She 
shared the meat 
with
 her 
daughter Pom
 and son, 
Prof.  
Over 
the  next couple of 
years Passion 
and  Porn 
killed, or 
attempted  to kill, 
several 
more times. 
When  
Porn 
had a baby of her
 own 
she 
hid  for two 
weeks  from 
her
 mother. 
Goodall  thinks 
she was
 afraid 
of
 her 
mother.  
Passion 
has since 
had 
another 
son, Pax,
 the 
killings
 have stopped
 and 
Gombe is in 
the midst 
of
 a 
baby 
boom.  
"I don't 
understand  
the 
infanticide.
 It may 
appear  
from 
time to 
time," 
she 
said.
 
Since 
her's 
is the 
only 
long-term
 
field 
study
 of 
chimpanzees,
 this
 
behavior
 
has  
not  
been  
observed
 
before.  
She 
said  that
 
perhaps
 
one 
of
 the 
reasons
 
mothers
 
with 
infants
 stick
 close
 by 
males  is 
for 
protection
 
from
 
other  
females.
 
Goodall
 
received
 
several
 
rounds
 
of
 
applause
 
for 
her  
imitations
 of 
chimp  
calls:
 
the 
pant
-hoot,
 
a 
long
 
loud
 
call  
used
 to 
keep
 
the 
group 
members in 
contact
 
with one 
another; the food 
call and chimpanzee 
laughter. 
She began her 
chimp 
research in 1960 
at the 
behest of 
Louis  Leakey, the 
paleontologist, 
who,  
searching the 
fossil record 
at 
Olduvai  Gorge, not far 
from 
Gombe, traced the 
origins
 of man back
 
millions of years. 
After a long, 
un-
productive and 
frustrating 
period at Gombe, 
Goodall  
was  finally able to make 
her 
pioneering 
ob-
servations
 of 
chimpanzee
 
social structure 
and 
toolmaking. 
The 45 -year
-old native 
of England is the Honorary
 
Visiting Professor in 
Zoology 
at the University  
of Dar es Salaam, the 
Tanzanian capital. 
She spends about 
one 
week in five 
at
 Gombe, 
which is now totally staffed 
by Tanzanians after the
 
1975 kidnapping of four 
American graduate 
students by a group of anti -
Mobutu 
Zairean rebels. 
The students
 were released 
after a ransom
 was paid. 
She  
goes  
on a 
lecture
 
tour  
for 
one  
month  
a 
year  
to 
raise  
funds  
for  
continued
 
research.
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annual Deadline 
Dinner  on 
May 17. Reg Murphy, 
editor
 of the San Francisco 
Examiner,  will speak at 
the dinner. 
   
Asian 
American  
Studies 
will
 present "Asian 
Horizons" from 4:30 until 5 
p.m. tomorrow
 on KSJS 
radio, stereo 91.
 "Asian 
Horizons" will make an-
nouncements of 
various  
this 
semester  he 
is in-
structing
 a 
course  in 
philosophy and
 logic. He 
believes,
 and has
 long 
argued,
 that
 every 
ad-
ministrator 
should teach 
at
 
least 
one class 
to keep in 
touch
 with 
students.
 
His leisure 
time is 
taken
 up with 
writing, 
research
 and golf ( 
with a 12 
handicap
 in the 
summer). 
He enjoys
 
competition  
because 
"it makes 
me do 
more." 
Current 
projects in-
clude a 
"Roots" 
research 
into his
 own past,
 and 
finishing 
an introductory
 
text
 on 
symbolic
 logic 
with  
Philosophy  
Department  
Chairman  
Lucius 
East-
man. 
Burns  
is 
also  
writing
 
a 
book
 
carrying
 the
 
working
 
title
 
"The  
New
 
Coesarism;
 
The
 
Coming
 
American
 
Autocracy."
 
Burns
 
believes
 
that
 
social
 
trends
 
and the 
growing 
intrusion 
of 
government
 
into
 
everyday
 life 
are 
leading
 
the U.S. to 
an autocratic 
state.  
"Who dunn its" 
give 
him great 
pleasure,
 Burns 
said, both 
for the sheer 
pleasure 
and  the logic in 
figuring out 
who  the culprit 
was. 
Burns
 has 
no plans
 for 
retirement,
 "at 
least  not 
for 
another  
two
 years 
when 
my
 two boys 
get out 
of
 
Stanford."  
He can't
 afford
 
to 
give up 
his ap-
proximately
 $40,000
 annual 
salary
 while 
he's 
putting  
them 
through, 
he said. 
Two
 heart
 
attacks
 in 
1971 
have 
not 
had 
any 
detrimental
 effect
 on his 
career,
 Burns
 said. 
"If 
anything,
 they
 
made  
me 
a 
better  
ad-
ministrator.
 I 
used 
to come
 
down
 to 
this
 
place  
on 
Saturday,
 on 
Sunday,
 
and 
take
 my 
work
 
home
 
with  
me.  
After  
the 
heart  
at-
tacks,  
by 
some  
miracle
 I 
don't  
understand,
 I 
just
 had
 
a 
different
 
attitude.
 
I 
don't  
do 
that
 
kind  
of 
thing  
anymore.
 
I'll 
come  
when 
the 
president
 
says 
come,
 
but 
if 
you 
think
 
you're
 
gonna  
get 
me
 
at
 this 
desk 
on
 the
 
weekend,
 
you're
 
crazy."
 
The 
attacks  didn't 
scare him, 
he said. "May 
events,
 commentaries and 
readings. 
  . 
Dr. Peter W. Ross, 
optometrist,
 will lecture to 
pre-medical students
 at 6 
p.m. tomorrow in Duncan 
Hall, room 250. Dr. 
Ross 
will  speak on preventative
 
vision
 care and 
various  
vision care 
programs.
 
   
Student 
Health  Ser-
vices is 
holding  a 
discussion of 
how to 
achieve  weight loss 
t hrough 
behavior 
BEFORE
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360 
South  llth 
Street  
279-4575 
modification from 1:30 
until 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in 
the S.U. 
Almaden  Room. 
   
SJSU Sailing Club will 
meet every Thursday at 
4:30 
p.m. in Business 
Classrooms, room 209.
 
Summer membership
 is 
beginning.  
   
All 
recreation  
minors 
are 
asked  to contact
 their 
minor 
advisers  for 
fall  
advising.  
Appointments  
are 
being  taken in 
PER 
Building,  room 114. 
it should have, 
but  it 
didn't."  After the 
first 
attack 
Burns failed to 
believe what happened.
 
had happened, and fired a 
doctor who 
tried  to con-
vince him that he indeed 
suffered a heart attack. 
'Even after the 
second 
one ( which
 occurred while -
Burns
 was still 
recuperating  
from the 
first ) it 
never  occurred 
to 
me 
that  I was going 
to die. I 
just thought, 
'aw shit, 
another 
setback."  
He said 
he has
 a 
condition
 of 
narrowing  
of 
his  
arteries
 and 
"that,
 
barring  
an 
accident,
 I 
will
 
most
 likely
 die
 from
 a 
heart  
attack.
 
My
 
life
 is 
shorter
 
than 
might
 or-
dinarily
 be 
because
 of 
that 
condition,
 
but  I 
didn't 
expect  
to 
live 
forever
 
anyway.
 
"What I would 
really  
like 
is
 to have two or 
three 
years
 after I retire to do 
what I really want to do," 
Burns 
continued.  He would 
like to live in 
England for a 
year,  with time 
to write 
and play golf. "That would 
be something," he 
said.  
"That 
would  be the way 
to
 
end it all." 
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